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EXECUTIVE SUMHARY 

It is now recognized that the efficiency of the Screening, 
Diversion, and Charging functions in the Criminal Justice System 
can significantly affect the overall Criminal Justice process. 
Effective and judicious screening out of weaker cases, and 
more careful attention given to charging decisions, can 
materially improve the utility and effectiveness of the 
ultimate prosecution function. In addition, recent decisions 
made by legislative bodies at the state and federal level, 
have indicated the vital importance of improving the timliness 
of the charging decision in order to reduce the delays which 
can penalize the innocent as well as the guilty in the existing 
Criminal Justice system and which reduce the possibility of 
effective prosecution and penalties for those adjudged to be 
builty. 

This study focuses on the development of improved methods for 
charging, screening, and diversion utilizing closed circuit 
television and computer technology. The study was carried out 
in the context of the City of Philadelphia's Criminal Justice 
System and involved the implementation of advanced charging, 
screening, and diversion functions supported by CCTV .and 
computer aids. The system was demonstrated and compared to the 
present system of legal counseling at the time of an arrest 
through a centralized telephone system and post-arrest screening 
and diversion based upon investigative reports transmitted 
by the Police Department to the District Attorney's office. 

The demonstration test showed that the use of CCTV and computer 
technology to provide counseling, screening, diversion and 
charging decisions by the District Attorney at the time of arrest 
can have a significant impact in improving the efficiency 
and effectiveness of the overall Criminal Justice System. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During the last ten years a considerable amount of study has 
been directed towards seeking improvements in the Criminal 
Justice System. Through the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin
istration (LEAA), various national conunissions, and congressional 
legislation massive efforts have been made to effect an improve
ment in the major compononts of the Criminal Justice System; 
the police, the courts, and the correctional institutions. 
However-;-t'he increasing :cate of crime coupled with the obvious 
continuing inadequacies of the current systems of apprehension, 
adjudication, processing, and correction suggest that great 
opportunities for improvement still exist. 

A. THE ROLE OF THE PROSECUTOR l:N CHARGING, I.,EGAL COUNSELING e 
SCREENING AND DIVERSION DECISIONS 

Analysis of the Criminal Justice Syst8m suggests that the 
prosecutoral charging decision is a crucial element of the 
system and serves as a key mechanism in establishing the overall 
efficiency of the initial stages of the Criminal Justice System. 
It is at the charging interface, at which the police functions 
involving arrest. on the basis of "probable cause" first comes into 
contact with the court function of determining whether a criminil 
event h2;s taken place "beyond a reasonable doubtll. In fact, the 
prosecutor serves as the rreans by which the State converts 
apprehension of potential criminals to a initial determination 
of guilt leading ulti~ately to correction and sentencing. 
Ultimately, the prosecutor, as the chief law enforcement officer, 
must make the decision as t.o whether or not an individual 
apprehended by the police is to be charged by the State for 
an offense and brought to trial, or screened out of the system, 
or diverted into some non-judicial process involving education 
and rehabilitation. 

Nationwide, police officials, prosecutors, and court officers 
are increasingly recognizing that criminal trials are one of 
society's scarce resources, and that this resource cannot be 
squandered foolishly on defective cases 'which cannot be won. 
Effective and judicious screening in the stationhouse can 
prevent weak cases from usurping the publicly-paid for effor'cs 
of police officers, prosecutors, public defenders, jUdgOR, juries, 
witnesses and detention facilities, from initial judicial 
appearance through preliminary hearing, indictment and arraing
ment to trial, only to be tossed out ~t that later stage because 
of error or evidentiary lack existing since the time of. arrest. 
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It has long been recognized that one of the great issues within 
the Criminal Justice process ts the difficulty of realistic 
interpretation of the laws \vhich define crime and criminal 
action. If every law on the books, ranging from simple. crime 
involving jay-walking and operating on Sunday without a license, 
to major felonies were enforced, with equal vigor and without 
interpretation, a very considerable segment of the civilian 
population would be involved in some aspect of the Criminal 
Justice process all of the time. It is in r~ality, the chief 
prosecutor (the District Attorney) who must make that interpretation. 

One method bv which the Criminal Justice System could conserve 
resources is~by the District Attorney and the Police Department 
cooperating to have Assistant District Attorneys provide 
legal counsel to police prior to the execution of searches and 
arrests on the legality of search and arrest warrants and 
investigative and arrest procedures, and on the police role in 
fulfilling the burden to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Another possible ~ethod is for the District Attorney to provide 
a screening and diversion function to review cases after arrest 
but prior to trial in order to cull out those cases and 
situations which can be more efficiently handled through other 
methods and procedures. aoth of these methods provide 
mechanisms by which the formal decision to charge and prosecute 
by court trial can be made on a more efficient basis. 

This study deals with the role of the prosecutor in making 
charging decisions and the associated decisions of screening and 
diversion and legal counseling. Emphasis has been placed on the 
use of advanced technology (closed circuit television communications 
and computer information systems) as a mechanism to bring the. 
District Attorney closer to the point of the arrest in order to 
make the charging decision more efficient. The analysis is carried 
out in the context of the City of Philadelphia's Criminal Justice 
System. However, the concepts and techniques described in this 
report are.readily transferrable to other jurisdictions. 

B. THE CHARGING I SCREENI~W AND DIVERSION PROCESS; STATE OF THE ART 

Relatively little focus has been given to the importance of the 
prosecutor in the Criminal Justice System in general l and the 
impact of the timing and ~ffectiveness of the prosecutor's 
charging decision in particular. Joan Jacoby and her associates* 
have carried out an excellent preliminary analysis of the jSSUqS 
and have suggested a research program to quantify the alternatives. 

*" -'--;::---n-:::---See "Issues in Pretrial Screening", by Jacoby & Bomberg l 

Bureau of Social Sciences Research, 1975, and Pre-Trial 
Screening in Perspective by Jacoby, LEAA, 1976 
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Several bibliographies* have been produced under the Qllspices 
of the LEAA,on issues of prosecutoral discretion and plea 
bargaining. Some policy work has been done by the American 
Bar Association and by the California District Attorney's 
Association on guidelines and model procedures for chilrging, 
screening and diversion. 

Some effort has also been sponsored in the development of 
computerized techniques to assist the prosecutor in the 
management of case information (the PRO~IS system). However 
with the e*ception of Ms. Jacoby's work and some case studies 
carried out in Ph.D. dissertation studies, little is known 
about the affects on the Criminal Justice System of expanding 
or upgrading the sophistication and timliness of the charging, 
scre~ning and diversion decisions. A bibliography relating 
to these issues is provided in Appendix A. 

C. OBJECTIVES AND GOALS OF 'l'HE PROJECT 

The objective of this project was to demonstrate and evaluate 
the application and value' of closed circuit television (CCTV) 
and supporting con~puterized technology as a basis for imp~oving 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the prosecutor's charging, 
screening and diversion decisions and functions. 

The goal of the project, set in the context of the City 
of Philadelphis's Police Department and District Attorney's 
Office, was to examine the application of technology as a basis 
for providing legal counseling and guidance to police officers 
at the arrest stage respecting the constitutionality of the 
procedures and process, the determination of charges, and the 
screening and/or diversion of cases based upon sufficiency of 
evidence, constitutionality and applicable law. 

Under previously fund~d projects, the City of Philadelphia 
District Attorney's Office has already adopted techniques for 
providing legal counseling ser~ices,and screening and diversion 
services. The design goal of this project was to determine 
whether or not these services could be provided on a more timel~: 
and less costly basis through the use of a centralized closed 
circuit TV-system and to evaluate the impact of these improvements 
on the Criminal Justice System. The present system of pre-
arrest legal counseling by telephone, and post-arrest screening 
and diversion analysis based upon reports transmitted from 
the police department to the District Attorney's office was 
compared with a more advilnced system involving the use of 

* See Prosecutoral Discretion; the Decision to Charge by 
Teslick, LEAt'\, 1975, and Plea Bargaining, by Harcus & 
l'lheeton, LEAA, 1976. 
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closed circuit TV and computer aids to provide legal counseling 
and screening and diversion d8cisions on-line,directly at the 
police detective divisions,at the time of arrest. Data was 
collected to evaluate the impact, on the Criminal Justice 
System, of moving the screening and diversion process up to, 
and in parallc~l with, the counseling decision on a more timely 
basis. Data was also collected to determine whether such 
action could improve the efficiency of the prosecutoral charging 
decision and reduce the flow of paperwork in cases which ultimately 
would be taken out of the system based on issues of constitution-· 
ality, lack of evidence, or incorrect charges, and to e"raluate 
the overall impact of closed circuit television and supporting 
computerized technology on the process interface between the 
polic~ department arrest actions and the prosecutor's charging 
decisions. In order to evaluate these ~ssues, an advanced 
system using CCTV and computer aids was se"t. up and demonstrated 
and a test was run for a period of 1 week. During this period 
data was collected to provide a basis for comparison with the 
present system of informal legal counseling prior to arrest via 
telephone, and full screeninu and diversion analysis after 
arrest, based on paperwork flow. 

D. ORGAN! ZATI0:-J OF 'l'HI~ REPORT 

This report has been organized to provide an overview of the 
Criminal Justice System in order to establish a setting for 
the charging decision process. The present role of legal counseling,and 
of the Screening and Diversion Unit of the Office of the 
District Attorney of the City of Philadelphia in the Criminal 
Justice System is discussed in Chapter II. Chapter III describes 
the proposed program for improving the Criminal Justice System 
through the use of a closed circuit television system (already 
installed within the City of Philadelphia), and a computerized 
management information system, to provide a direct linkage 
between the District Attorney's legal counseling and Screening 
and Diversion functions and the Police Detective Divisions in 
order to improve the efficiency of the charging process: This 
Chapter describes the current closed circuit television system 
and its potential use in support of the Screening and Diversion 
Unit operations. The results of a demonstration test of the 
Screening and Diversion Unit operation supported by closed circuit 
television in the City of Philadelphia is des~ribed in Chapter IV. 
This demonstration test was designed to evaluate the potential 
use of cJ.osed circuit television in support of the legal counseling 
screening and diversion, and charging decisions. Finally, 
Chapter V summarizes the results of the demonstration and 
provides conclusions and recommendations based on a comparative 
analysis as to its value within the City of Philadelphia, and to 
other jurisdictions. Appendices to the report provide references 
and bibliography, and specialized data concerning technological 
transferability and servicing issues. 
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II. THE PRESENT CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM: 
ROLE OF THE CHARGH~G DECISION 

The present criminal justice system in the City of Philadelphia 
consists of a series of independent, but sequentially related 
operations and functions including: 

o The Police Subsystem 

o The Prosecution Subsystem 

o The Court Subsystem 

o The Prison Subsystem 

The interrelationship of these four subsystems is shown in 
Figure II-I. This theoretical framework has been presented 
merely to show that the general flow of activities through 
the criminal justice system is directly related to t,he 
efficiency, policies, and resource allocations of e~ch of 
the subsystems, and can be represented in the form of a queue. 
It is important to note that this structure has been 
developed from a specific perspective, - that of tho efficiency 
und productivity of the system, and the decision-making 
processes imbedded ~'li thin the system. 

A. PRESENT SYSTE~l PERFOm·1ANCE 

From an administrative and decision-making standpoint, the 
existing system is inefficient and extremely wasteful of 
allocated resources. In order to prove this point, let1s 
start with some basics. We assume that the purpose or 
primary objective of the Criminal Justice System is the 
prevention or inhibition of crime; - a practical way of 
demonstrating to potential criminals that a criminal act 
will result (in an orderly and efficient manner) in providing 
IIjustice" through punishment for crimes conunitted, in other 
words, justified punishment of criminal offenders in 
accordance with the law, and inhibition of potential 
criminals from carrying out an offense, because of the high 
probability that punishment would follow a committed criminal 
act. Thus, in general, the purpose of the Criminal Justice 
System is to re\vard the citizenry with a lack of criminal 
action, and punish the offenders of the criminal code in 
accordance with the law. Whether or not this particular 
theory actually works in society is not the subject of this 
paper. We are merely concerned with the cost-effectiveness 
of the criminal justice system in the context of these goals 
and objectives. In this sense, then, the system is quite 
inefficient. Let us take, as an example, the so-called 
victimless crimes: 

5. 
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o gambling 

o commercial prostitution 

o liquor law violations 

Statistics presented in Figure Il-2, indicate that of the 
approximately 4400 crimes of this type committed in thQ City 
of Philadelphia in 1973, less than one percent rec.;eiv(lu pri.~::;on 
sent~mces. Even fines for gambling, as an example I ~rt) 
qui te low. For example, as shown in Figure II-3 i tlw 
average gambling fine, where it is enforced, is around $100. 
Thus, the meting out of true justice in terms of the 
functional operation of the total criminal justice systcrn, 
in the case of victimless crimes, appears to be less thah 
completely succossful. 

In this particular example,the question of which of the 
criminal justice subsystems contributos to this inefficncy 
is of some interest. One could argue that the police sub
system is carryi.ng out their function of apprehension with 
high efficiency, The number of arrests in the City of 
Philadelphia for these crimes could be presented as a 
demonstration of this fact. However, the Police Department's 
work, as a subsystem in the total Criminal Justice System, 
stops at the point of arrestJ it is up to the prosecutioll 
subsystem to carry forward. The lack of available resources, 
past experience in the prosecution of victimless crimes 
(which indicates that relatively few people are actually 
ever sentenced) ,and Pennsylvania law which currently requires 
that any case be brought to court within 180 days may lead 
the prosecution syst.em to throw the case out, or to seck to 
prosecute for a lesser or more easily provable crime. If 
the case is, in fact, brought by the prosecution to court, 
then in turn, the resources of the court and existing 
judicial policies and practices may affect the process 
In short, one clement of the subsystem (in this case, tho 
police) may be operating "efficiently". However, this 
efficient operation may create an inefficient imbalance in 
terms of the case-load such ti)at the other secrments of the 
system become inefficient. It is important, iherefore, to 
fully understand the implications of t.he criminal justice 
system operating as a sequential queue. In a queuing 
system, an imbalance in any of the subsystems will automatic
ally impose inefficiencies in the entire system. This is 
not only because of the caseload generated at each step of 
the \'/ay I .but also because of the implicit paperwork and 
conununications which exist \'/i thin the criminal justice systE"'.m. 
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FIGURE 1I-2 CITY OF PHILADELPHIA 1970 - 1973 

CATEGORY OF TOTAL TOTAL PRISON 
OFFENSE YEAR DISPOSITIONS ACQUITTALS SENTENCES 

GAMBLING 1970 4)720 4)143 5 
1971 4,548 4)177 4 
1972 4)059 3)537 12 
1973 2)878 2)076 4 

! • COMMERCIALIZED 1970 958 719 19 
VICE 1971 817 629 21 

(X) 1972 1,012 677 "21 
:. 

1973 1)060 622 31 

LIQUOR 1970 1)084 7Ll5 4 
LAHS 1971 "'19 (L 603 4 

1972 876 632 2 
1973 489 318 0 

TOTAL 1971) 6)762 5)607 28 

o GAMBLING 1971 6)184 5)409 29 

o VICE 1972 . 5,947 4)846 35 
0 LIQUOR 1973 4,427 3)016 35 

a £Y!Z!SZ3lllI 2" .... - ... '""'!:r 

SOURCE: DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE BASED ON PHILA. COMr~ON PLEAS AND MUNICIPAL COURT 
~UNI1J1.i r,C" r: ~ s 
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CITY OF PHILADELPHIA 
GAMBLING FINES IMPOSED - 1974 

FINE IMPOSED NU~1BER OF CASES 

$10 1 
25 2 
50 9 

100 73 
150 22 
250 15 
300 9 

\0 35f) 2 . 
400 1 

450 1 
500 9 

1.,000 4 

IJ500 1 
1.,600 1 

2)500 1 

VC:;:;d iac· :x ",.,. 

SOURCE: DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 



B. PRESENT PAPERNORK FLOW 

The papen~ork generated by the police subsystem at the start of 
the process is staggering. In Figure 11-4 ,the pape~ork flow gen
erated in the early stage of the criminal justice process is 
shown. The arresting officer fills out a form~ the detective 
investigating the case fills out hlO forms i another set of forms 
is prepared in the Police Administration Building prior to 
arraignment~ the ROR program requires a form. Very shortly 
after the. original arrest, the file generated by the arrest has 
involved I:10r.e than 20 pieces of paper (see Figure 11-5 for a few 
examples) • 

A great percentage of this papenvork is redundant. For example, 
the name and address of the individual is repeated on every form. 
In addition, many of the forms exist purely because of the 
sequential nature of the process~ that is, to inform the next 
individual in lines. Finally, some of the paperwork (such as 
the detective's investigation report) may never be used, par
ticularly if the case is. not fully prosecuted. In summary, the 
criminal justice system clearly operates on a sequential basis. 
The transfer of the criminal/suspect from one subsystem to 
another involves an increasing amount of paperwork to document 
the transfer. The manpower involved in this processing from 
stage to stage is significant (see Figure 11-6). 

In examining this process, we were able to identify an 
interesting decision mechanism at work in each of the first 
three subsystems which tends to operate to mitigate potential 
imbalances between subsystems, and provide some opportunity 
for productivity improvement. This process is called 
"counseling" in the police subsystem, "screening and diversion" 
in the prosecution subsystem,"plea bargaining" in the court 
subsystem,' and "probation" in the prison subsystem. Aithough 
an inherent part of the criminal justice decision-making 
apparatus, it is considerably less formal, often quite 
heuristic, and yet quite viable. Interestingly enough, 
relatively little has been carried out in the way of cost/ 
benefit analysis or study in order to examine this 
particular aspect of the criminal justice system. 
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C. THE PRESENT LEGAL COUNSELING, SCREENING AND DIVERSION FUNCTIONS** 

Two functions presently involved in reducing some of the 
potential inefficiencies in the system involve informal 
pre-complaint counseling or consultation before a charging 
decision and formal screening and diversion after the 
charge. Both roles are carried out by the District 
Attorney's office. 

1. 

* 

** 

~ 

Pre-Complaint Legal Counseling Program 

The objective of the present pre-complaint legal counseling is 
simply stated; to secure the evaluation and guidance of the 
trained professional, the ~xperienced ADA,by the Police 
Department before a charging decision is made and ' 
filed. In a paper prepared for the National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice entitled 
"Issues in Pre-Trial Screening", the authors observe 
that"the nature of prior choices enhances or precludes 
the opportunity to ;~xercist2 subsequent options". * 

The idea of pre-complaint consultation between the police 
and prosecutorial authorities in the City of Philadelphia 
is not novel. During an earlier period of 
experimentation in the City of Philadelphia, ADA's 
were assigned to tours of duty in the various detective 
divisions. This involved a substantial commiL~ent of 
ADA staff. One consequence was that relatively 
inexperienced ADA's were assigned to the task. 
Reports from various persons interviewed indicate 
that the ADA's inexperience, coupled with the iact 
that they were operating on a police officer's "turf", 
diminished their effectiveness in providing guidance. 
Moreover, the ebb and flow of business is such that, 
under this system, the ADA's were idle for long 
periods of time. At present pre-complaint legal counseling 
is carried out via a telephone call made informally, 
at the discretion of the police detective divisions, to an 
assigned ADA. The call is not mandatory; the advice 
is not binding or recorded. 

Jacoby & Bomberg, "Issues in Pre-trial Screening", p. vi 
(Bureau of Social Science Research Inc., Washington, D.C. 
AUJust 1975) 

It should be noted that Dr. Spri tzer contributed to t:le 
preparation of this section; particularly subsection 2. 

14. -------------------------
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2. Screening and Diversion 

At present, all cases (except murder) after police 
charging and preliminary arraignment, are fonlarded 
to the District Attorney's Screening and Diversion 
Unit for handling. 

The Screening and Diversion Unit, as it currently 
operates may d9 one of several things: (1) seek 
further information prior to reaching a decision; 
(2) decide to drop the charges and take appropriate 
steps to dismiss them; (3) refer the case for 
prosecution, with or without a reconunendation that 
the charges be altered or modified; (4) initiate 
s'teps to "divert" the case*. As is evident, the 
performance of this function involves a broad 
exercise of prosecutorial discretion by the 
responsible attorneys.** 

* Diversion is a technique, conunonly used in this juris
diction, whereby the accused agrees, in advance of trial, 
to undergo a program of treatment or rehabilitation 
for a prescribed period, with the assurance that if he 
satisfactorily completes the program, the charge will be 
dismissed. Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure 
approve the practice of "Accelerated Rehabilitation 
Disposition" and set forth the procedures to be followed. 
Rules 175-185. ' 

The Philadelphia District Attorney's "Screening & Diversion 
Policy f.1anual" states that there are "no hard and fast" 
criteria for diversion but that the following characteristics 
are conunon to diversion cases: 

--'" . ...u .... ..1 

(1) Prosecution is likely to result in conviction - diversion 
is not to be used for losing cases; nol pros or 
withdrawal of prosecution are the appropriate 
dispositions for cases which cannot be won; 

(2) Defendant accepts moral responsibility for the 
offense(s) charged but conviction is not likely 

,to result in additional significant deterrent impact; 

(3) The charge(s) placed against the defendant do not 
involve crimes based upon serious, violent conduct 
or organized criminal activity; 
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*footnote (page 14) continued: 

(4) Under the facts and circumstances presented by 
the case, it does not justify extensive use of 
judicial or prosecutorial resources to reach 
a just dispositon; 

(5) Defendant's involvement in a case of minor 
significance is due more to a social or behavioral 
problem than to a confirmed pattern of 
criminality· 

** Since the prosecutor's information comes largely from 
the police, his decision is obviously affected by the 
quality and completeness of the information they provide. 
In evaluating that information, numerous factors 
may enter into the prosecutor's calculus. Some 
indication of their variety is provided by the American 
Bar Association Project on Standards for Criminal Justice, 
liThe Prosecution Function and the Defense Function" 
(Approved Draft 1971), §3.9: 

(i) the prosecutor's reasonable doubt that the 
accused is in fact guilty; 

(ii) the extent of the harm caused by the offense; 

(iii}the disproportion of the authorized punishment in 
relation to the particular offense or the 
offender; 

(iv) possible improper motives of a complainant; 

(v) prolonged non-enforcement of a statute, with 
community acquiescence; 

(vi) reluctance of the victim to testify; 

(vii)cooperation of the accused in the apprehension or 
conviction of others; 

(viii) availability and likelihood of prosecution 
by another jurisdicti:m 

16. 



The process is not governed by detailed rules or 
guidelines* but a measure of consistency is 
doubtless achieved by virtue of the fact that the 
unit is small and is composed of experienced 
attorneys who are in close contact with one another 
and have ready access to their supervisors. Under 
existing practice there is no means of deriving 
data bearing on the pattern of decisio~-making 
short of making a case-by-case examination of 
individual files. In 1970, the unit did process 
out approximately 67% of all the arrests made (see 
Figure 11-7). The stages at which this screening 
and diversion decision was made is also shown. 

Examination by ~he Screening and Diversion Unit 
at or. shortly after a complaint charge is filed in court 
is better than a check further down the line bv 
the trial attorney assigned to the case ~ especially 
so in the common situation where the trial attorney, 
saddled with a SUbstantial caseload, first undertakes 
his examination on the eve of trial. To the extent 
that the Unit's activity promptly results in further 
investigation, in the modification of charges, or 
in the elimination or diversion of cases there is a 
saving of prosecutorial and jUdicial resources. 

A vital question is: what potential advantages are 
there in a pre-audit as contrasted with a prompt post
audit?** 

* The Philadelphia District Attorney's "Screening aI}d 
Diversion Policy l-1anual" declares that the followl.ng 
considerations are relevant to the decision whether 
to prosecute: 

(a) Nature of the offense charged; 

(b) Manner in which the offense was co~~itted; 

(c) The lik lihood of conviction upon the evidence 
presented, after an evaluation of the strength 
of possible legal and factual defenses; 

(d) Whet.her defendant's criminal record manifests 
a settled pattern of criminality and the 
nature of the pattern; 

Le} The value of prosecuting the particular case 
in light of the overall capabilities and work
load of the criminal justice system 

** That is, a screening and diversion decision before 
the charging action, versus after a charging 
decision has been made 

17. 



FIGURE 11-7 

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA -- . 
DISTRICT ATTO~NEY/S OFFICE -

SCREENING & DIVERSION UNIT DISPOSITION 
war ................. ,. B__. 

1976 

ARRESTS 26)488 100% 

NON-TRIAL 
DISPOSITIONS 17J794 67% 

~ - -
PREL I f'1 I NARY 
ARRA I GNf'iENT 3 .. 681 21% 

SCRI:ENING 
REVIHI 5)000 28% 

DIVERSION 
CONFERENCE 2.,373 13% 
(PRE-LISTING) 

DIVERS I ON 
CONFERENCE 2J514 14% 
(POST -LI ST I1'1G) 

DRUNK DRIVING 
DIVERSION 3.,563 20% 

PROSECUTIONAL 
NARCOTICS 663 4% 
DIVERSION 
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First, a pre-audit could provide an opportunity fOt' 
clarification of information by direct interchanq~ 
while the event is fresh and the key informants 
(the arresting officer, the accused, the witnesses) 
are at hand. The accuracy and aptness of charges 
can be no better than the information upon which 
they are based. Even a day or two later, 
information may be less clear-cut. Moreover, it 
may be more difficult to gather it. The arresting 
officer may be~away from the stationhouse when the 
ADA seeks to reach him and witnesses may likewise 
be beyond ready reach. 

Secondly, The ADA may perceive a need for additional 
inves'tigation of a kind that can best be performed' 
while the matter is fresh and the officer familiar 
with the event is available for the task. 

Thirdl~, and perhaps most importantly, there are the 
advantages to be derived from making a sound 
charging decision (whether to charge and what to 
charge) in the first instance. The underlying 
assumption, of course, is that the prosecutor is 
better qualified because he is presumably more 
knowledgeable (knowledge of the applicable law, of 
problems of proof, of prosecutorial policies and of the 
attitudes of judges and juries) and, perhaps a13o, because 
he may be more dispassionate than police officers 
closer to the criminal event. 

It is true, to be sure, that a complaint once made is 
not irrevocable. Witness the current operations 
of the Screening and Diversion Unit, discussed above. 
It is also true, however, as emphasized earlier, 
that prior choices materially affect subsequen~ 
options. Once a charge has crystallized and ~ 
complaint has been filed in court, inertia may carry 
the day. Even if it does not, every decisional delay 
has its own costs. Thus, it is considerably cheaper 
to drop a case at the stationhouse gateway than to 
dismiss a complaint that has gotten into judicial 
channels. Not only is the former decision more 
simply executed; it is one that avoids the 
substantial costs incident to preparing and 
processing a complaint and taking the accused through 
arraignment. 

19. 
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Another commonplace example is. where the police 
have elected to file a mesdemeanor charge in 
circumstances where a prosecutor might have 
chosen to charge a summary offense. As a result 
of that c~oice, the case is lodged in the Municipal 
Court in City Hall, where the calendar is 
congested, rather than in the Municipal Court in the 
local district, where it might be dealt with more 
conveniently and expeditiously. 

I • 
As already noted the prosecutor has at hls command 
means of initiating changes in charges -- adding, 
substi tuting, reducing. Hm'l cumbersome this may 
be depends on a number of factors. For present 
purposes, it suffices to note that in all instances 
the change will involve an added expenditure of . 
prosccutorial and judicial resources. There will 
also be collateral effects for the accused and his 
counsel. 

In summary, a key element in the pn·~.ent Criminal Justice System 
flow is tho charging docision. Under the present system 
this d~cision is basically nade by the police officer 
(uni fOl.!:1C'd i:1 the case of summary offenses and detective 
in all (lther cases) \'lith informal consultative access to 
the Distri.ct AttornGyts office. The D.A.ts Screening 
and Diversion unit makes a post-audit analysis, resulting 
in over two thirds of the original arrests being screened and 
diverted out. Tho general flow is shown in Figure II-B. 
The paper work flow from this process is outlined in 
!,'igure 11-9. 
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A. 

B. 

III. POTENTIAL INPROVE~lENT IN THE 
CHARGING, SCREENI~JG, AND DIVERSION FUNCTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

As indicated in Chapter II, the charging decision and the 
associated screening and diversion functions represent ~ 
key function in the processing of potential criminals 
apprehended by the police. Improvements in this function 
could be achieved through the use of technology to prJvide 
an improved communications lL.k between the Screening and 
Diversion Unit of the District Attorney's office and chc 
uniformed/detective operations at a point of time when the 
charging decision is made. This could serve to materially 
improve the efficiency by which charging decisions are 
made, and to materially reduce the paperwork flow and 
processing required. Since statistics clearly indicate that 
the present Screening and Diversion Unit successfully 
functions to significantly reduce the flow of arrest into 
the court system, it appears that moving the Screening 
and Diversion Units! role up (in time) into the actual 
charging decision offers significant opportunities for 
improvement. In effect', it is technically possible for the 
prosecution subsystem to operate on a parallel*with the 
police subsystem as shown in Figure III-I. This can be 
achieved through the use of a closed circuit television 
system currently existing within the City of Philadelphia, 
augmented by the application of digital processing for 
the storage, retrieval and co~~unications of the charging 
decisions formally made by the. Screening and Diversion 
Oni t. 

THE PRESENT CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION COl>1t\1UNICA'l'ION SYSTEH 
IN THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA 

Communications and data transfer is a primary 
factor in providing more 0irect on-line co~~unication 
between the first element of the Criminal Justice System 
(the police counseling'process), and the second element 
of the Criminal Justice System (the prosecution screening 
diversion process). Fortunately, within the City of 
Philadelphia the basics of such a communication system 
exists. The Philadelphia Police Department's Administr~tive 

'headquarters, its field stations, and the District Attorney's 
office are currently interconnected by a closed circuit 
cable TV network which is used for remote processing of 
prisoners, preliminary arraignment, police training, and 
face-to-face communication among command personnel. The 
system outlines and geographic spread are shown in Figure 
1II-2. The cable is also used for transmission of high 

* As contrasted with the present system, shown in Figure II-l 

23. 
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speed facsimile messages among stations at police divisional 
headquarters, the Police Administration Building and city 
Hall. The system, which has been in constr~ction since 
early 1973, is still being expanded to include specialized 
police field units, but its major elements are essentially 
complete. It is being used for its intended purposes 
though prisoner processing is being carried out only from 
the North Police Division (Northwest Detective Division) 
pending permission from the courts to expand operations to 
include the other divisions. 

Figure 111-3 illustrates the current usage and capability 
of the cable system. At present, the cable links the Police 
Administration Building to 19 other locations, as indicated. 
Of these, nine locations, which are the divisional command 
centers (in addition to serving also as district headquarters) , 
are equi.pped for two-way com.'11unications with t.he PAB, 
while the 18 district headquarters (including the nine 
colocated >;,.,i th the divisions) and the Police Academy are 
equipped only to receive video information, but not to send it. 

The one-way receive-only capability is not a limitation 
of the caLle network, which can distribute bidirectional 
communications to all locations but rather of the terminal 
equipment procured. Since the districts and the Acade~y 
receive roll-call information, consisting usually of recorded 
video announcements, traini~g films, etc., there is relatively 
little need to ori.ginate and transmit video signals at the 
district level. Consequently, 'these locations have each 
been equipped with one or two TV receiver/monitors, but with 
no video camera or other transmission facilities. 

Roll-call information from the PAB is sent out over the 
cable i.n a "broadc(1st" mode, i.e., on a single channel 
frequency t~at can be received at all locations by tuning 
the TV rece~ver (or converter, if a non-standard channel 
we~e ~sed) tO,the channel being used (e.g. Chapnel 6). 
Th~s ~s funct~onally equivalent to an over-the-air broad
cast which anyone can receive, with the proper equipment. 

'1'he locations \>lhich are equipped both to receive and transmit 
communications include the PAB and the 9 division head-

'quarters, as shown in Figure 111-3. Each of the division 
locations has the following terminal equipment: 
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FIGURE III-3 

PHILADELPHIA LAW ENFORCEMENT/CRIMINAL JUSTICE CCTV SYSTEM - COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY 
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are 

o One or more IIvideophone" units, which is a 
combination of a video camera and microphone, 
combined with a TV receiver. This permits 
both transmission of local video and audio, 

13 

.13 

and reception of remote video and audio. Thus, 
simultaneous two-way closed-circuit television 
is provided. 

One such unit is located at the lock-up 
point, for use in transmitting suspect 
information, ,for identification or prelimin
ary arraignment. Communications would be 
between the division and two locations at 
the Pl1B, the HOR Office or the Hunicipal 
Court. 

Another unit is located at the inspectors' 
offices at each division, permitting comm
unications between any two offices, or any 
office and the Chief Inspector's office at 
the PAB. 

'A third unit permits communications between 
detectives at any of the 9 division locations 
and the P lill • 

Facsimile termirials that permit two-way comm
unications between any division and the 
Identification Unit at the PAB, and which 
are used for fingerprint, ph?to or document 
"::ransfor. 

Appropriate switching and modulation equipment 
to permit euch location to transmit and receive 
on authorized cable channel frequencies. 

At the PAB, which is the master distribution center, there 
currently five sets of terminal facilities: 

o 

,13 

13 

o 

13 

Videophone (two-way) capability at the Chief 
Inspector's Office, for insp~ctors' tele-
conferences. . 

Videophone (two-\.;ay) capability at the Municipal 
Court, for preliminary arraignment. , 

Video cablecasting equipment, for one-way 
Roll-call 'transmission. 

Videophone and Facsimile (two-way) capability, 
at the ROR Office and Identification unit. 

Videophone (two-way) capability, at a temporary 
location in the PAB, used by District Attorney 
personnel for the demonstration test of video 
screening and diversion. 

28. 
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The District Attorney is now tied into the system for the 
purpose of testing the early screening procedure. The 
District Attorney's portion of the video network is shown 
in Figure 111-4. Figure III-2 shows two separate cables: 
one connecting 4 police divisions, the PAB, and City 
Hall; the other connecting the remaining 5 divisions, 
the PAB, and City Hall. At present there are 7 detective 
divisic .lS operating out of the 9 divisional headquaters, 
3 on one cable (the South Cable) and 4 on the second cable 
(the North Cable). Five of the detective divisions are 
equipped fo'r Detective-DA case screening. The equipment 
used in screening operations is as follows: (:\.) a 
videophone in the office of the lieutenant of detectives at 
each division so equipped, (2) videophones in the DA's 
scre~ning unit office, one for each cable, and (3) a 
facsimile transceiver at the DA'R 0ffice. There .is also 
a facsimile transceiver at each divisional headquarters which 
the DA can access but this receiver is located in the 
prisoner processing area which is generally near the cell 
block. 

Figure 111-5 indicates the cable channel requirements if all 
locations "lere to participate fully in the comrnunica t.ions 
network, for those applications considered to date. Excluc1in9 
the Police Inspector cor:ununications, a total of 28 video 
channels and 27 data subchannels would be utilized in one 
direction and 27 video channels and 27 data subchannels in 
the reverse direction. The Police ~nspector com~unications, 
since it involves any combination of 2 locations out of 10, 
must be time-shared or an inordinate channel capacity would 
be required. 

The total channel requirements are within the dual cable's 
capacity, apout 35 channels for each cable with commercially 
available, off-the-shelf components, such as amplifiers and 
converters. If additional uses are contemplated in the 
future, such as video testimony of police officers, the 
channel requirements for these new uses may force time-sharing 
for the present applications. At the present time, however, 
the existing cable network has the capacity to permit all 
locations to participate fully in the applications which 
have been demonstrated or are operational on a limited basis. 

29. 
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* No detective divisions currently at these locations. 
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APPLICATION TRANSMITTING 
LOCATION(S) . 

Roll-Call PAE 

Suspect Lock-Up 9 divisions 
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-
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Cor..::lunications PAB 

. 
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(Screening * 
Diversion) 

. ---~.-.--
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FIGURE III-S 
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C. THE ADVANCED I,EGAL COUNSELING, & SCREENING & DIVERSION UNIT SYSTE~l 

The communications technology to be used by the screening and 
diversion unit, to support legal counseling and charging decisions, 
consists of two subsystems: 

o 

o 

Closed Circuit T.V. Linkage 

The CCTV system, described above, is to 
bring police officers and detectives in direct 
contact with an Assistant District Attorney of 
the Screening and Diversion Unit before charge 
is placed gainst an accused. The communicntion 
is between the arresting officwr and the 
detective on the one hand, and 'the Assistant 
District Attorney on the other. Others may be 
present within the police environmenti for 
example, a supervising Lieutenant or Sergeant 
of the detective unit witnessing the alleged 
offense. The accused also could be close at 
hand. This CCTV linkage provides direct 
24 hour face to face consultation with the 
Assistant District Attorney of the Screening 
and Diversion Unit. 

The other element of the supporting technology 
required under this concept is the ability to 
officinlly record the charging decisions made 
by the Screening and Diversion Unit prior to the 
formnl charge and to provide means for 
cornrnuni~ating and retrieving the information at 
other Jocations within the Criminal Justice System. 
utilizing an existing computer within the City 
of Philadelphia (an IBM 370/145 assigned to 
support Court and District Attorney functions) an 
on-line interactive Screen ina and Diversion Unit 
InforJlliLtJ_(')lL ... c::':st~l'l: (SDIS) was· designed-, developed 
and implemented. The objective of the SDIS is 
to provide cap~bilities to allow the Assistant 
District Attorney within the Screening and Diversion 
Unit to enter a formal record of his· charging 
decision, to record the reasons for that decision, 
and to provide further narrative information on 
the strategy of prosecution to be employed "1i th 
special issues relating to the case. The SDIS 
is described in a separate document.* 
The format of the SDIS data base is provided in 
examples shown in Chapter IV. 

* A summary description of the SDIS System is provided in Appendix 4 
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Through the use of visual communications via the CCTV system, 
and digital communications via the data processing network 
(SDIS) it is possible to provide a capability to allow 
the District Attorney's Screening and Diversion unit to 
directly communicate with the police and detective operations 
and to provide the framework of establishing the formal 
charge to be made. Under this scheme, as outlined in 
Figure 1II-6, the Screening and Diversion Unit is 
engaged in a pre-audit to establish the decision to charge 
in terms of all misdemeanor and felony offenses, to 
reduce the case to a summary offense, or to diveru or 
screen out the arrested individual. In essence, und'~r this 
proposed program the flow would be as shown in Figure 1II-7. 
Assuming that the level of screening and diversion as 
observed in the present time (as outlined :J,1 Chapter II) 
continues to take place, a significant amount of paperwork 
and processing could be reduced. 

D. SUN!-lARY 

In sUlnrnary, a specific technological structure (CCTV and 
computer aids) can be used to support the ability to allow the 
Screening and Diversion Unit to engage in pre-audit analysis of 
arrest situations for purposes of legal counseling to police 
officers, and to support a direct charging decision process at the 
point of arrest. This is provided through a series of communication 
linkages and the application of both CCTV and computerized 
technology as outlined in Figure 1II-8. The initial ~nsts 
of the concept ~V'i thin the City of Philadcl}Jhia Criminal Justice 

. System were carried out in December, 1976 involving the District 
Attorney's Screening and Diversion ~lif and the Police Departmont's 
Northern Detective Division and the 35th Police District.* The 
results of that demonstration and test are described in Chapter IV. 

* The procedures used in the demonstration are outlined in 
Appendix 5 
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IV. RESULTS OF THE DEMONSTRATION TEST 

Based upon the concept outlined in Chapter III, a demonstration 
test was carried out to explore the use of CCTV and computer 
communications in support of screening and diversion functions 
of the office of the D.A. of the City of Philadelphia. The 
objective of this demonstration test was to: 

a. Determine the general feasibility of the concept of moving 
the screening and diversion unit up in time to interface 
with the arresting police units prior to the point of pre
liminary arraignment, in order to make a formal charging 
decision 

b. To fully test the technical capabilities of the CCTV and 
SDIS systems and the procedures for operation in a working 
environment 

c. To evaluate the potential impact of the concept on the criminal 
justice system's efficiency and effectiveness 

The primary time frame for the test was ,the five dav period from 
Wednesday morning 10:00 a:m. to the following ~ond~y at 10:00 a.m. 
in the second v;eek of DeceInber 1976. This particular time frame 
was selected since analvses of actual arrest data showed that the 
maximum period of arrest within the City of Philadelphia's police 
department occurred during that period. Prior to this five day 
100 hour demonstration, an initial test was run of five hours 
duration. Data was gathered on the arrival rates, charging 
decisions, technical performance, and ~ttitude of supeivising 
operational personnel within both the police department and th~ 
D.A.'s Office, during this 125 hour period, utilizing the forms 
and procedures described in Appendix 5: 

The demonstration \Vas limited to the North Detective Division 
and primarily dealt with misdemeanor and felony cases. Narcotics, 
prostitutio~, and d~unk driving cases were excluded as were 
murder and rape offenses. 

A. ~ESULTS OF THE DE~10NSTRATION TESrrS i SYSTEN AN~LYSIS 

The demonstration tests fully validated the technical performance 
of the CCTV and screening and diversion unit support system as 
well as th~ operation procedures. Although some minor difficul
ties were observed in the first day or operation, they were 
immediately corrected. 

The demonstration pinpointed the following specific technical 
areas requiring improvement. These include: . 

. -.:.... _______ ?-'1 
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1. CCTV System - Some technical modification had to be made in 
the CCTV system in order to reduce noise and "squealing" in 
the line. This was cured by making specific and precise 
adjustments in the volume controls. In addition, there 
were some calls observed coming into the system from outside 
sources. This is a technical matter \<lhich can easily be 
resolved by the city communications organization. There 
does not seem to be any significant technical problems or 
cost in extending the CCTV system to all the detective 
divisions. 

2. SDU Management Information System - The demonstration pro
vided an excellent opportunity to shake down and debut the 
SDU management information system. A number of minor 
improvements were recommended and these were all imple
mented in the SDIS. 

~~alysis of the Observed Time to carry out the charging process 
and the distribution of the arrival of cases indicates that in 
the Screening and Diversion Unit, the highest use period will 
be from 6 p.m. to 4 a.m. However, analysis of the arrival rates 
and poten~ial impruvement in the process suggests that one 
Assistant District Attorney manning the screening and diversion 
unit could handle all detective divisions of the City of Phila
delphia Policy Department during the daylight hours; a maximum 
of bvo would be required for the evening hours~ Workload would 
be increased during the daytime period if narcotics and prostitu
tion cases were also handled. However, with the addition of one 
data processing operator/clerk[ the \v,orkload would not become 
excessive. 

~ B. RESULTS OF THE DEl'lONS'11RATION TESTS i OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS 

lm 
tit 

The demonstration proved the operation is also technically 
feasible. During the course of the test period, 50 cases were 
observed. As indicated in Figure IV-l, in 62% of these cases, 
full agreement existed between the D.A. and the police depart
ment as to the charging disposition. In 32% of the cases, the 
D.A. Screening and Diversion Unit reduced the charges. Of those 
cases, l2~ were reduced to summary of~ensesi 88% were reduced to 
lesser felony charges. In 4% of the cases 1 charges \'lere in
creased by the SDU. A review of the actual cases handled by 
the Screening and Diversion Unit/Pre-trial Division indicated 
that as a direct result of the interaction, the D.A.s involved 
believe that cases could be prosecuted more efficiently, and 
~hat a higher rate of convictions should result. In addition[ 
it is believed that the amount of time'required by police ap
pearing as witnesses and testifying in specific cases could be 
reduced. Some savings would also be possible in those cases in 
which the charges are reduced from a felony to summary offense. 

,* The data and analysis supporting these findings are shown in 
Appendix 2 
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FIGURE IV-l 

DISPOSITION OF CASES 
(125-Hour Test Period - 50 Cases) 

Full Agreement between D.A. 
and Police 

Charges Reduced by D.A. from 
Charges Proposed by Police 

To Summary Offense 

To Lesser Felony ChaT.~es* 

Charges Increased by D.A. 
over Police Charges 

Other Disposition 

12% 

88%** 

62% 

*** 
32% 

4% 

2% 

100% 

* Police protested or expressed concern in only 
38% of these cases. Primary areas of concern 
related to 

a. D.A. reducing/eliminating charges 
related to police related factors 
(i.e. threatening officer) 

b. Lack of understanding of reasons 
for reducing charges 

** Of these cases, approximately 21% would probably have 
been diverted on screen out 

*** In a fully operating system approximately a third of 
these cases 1 or 10% of 'the total cases would have 
been reduced to summary offense 0r diverted/screen out 
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In summary, the results of the demonstration suggest that there 
appears to be some specific savings which could be achieved by 
the police department through the use of this system and a sig
nificant ir.1provement could be achieved in the handling and 
prosecution of cases on the part of the District Attorney. 

In addition to the statistical assessment of the general flow 
of cases handled, it is also quite impor·tant to look at the 
special decision situations identified during the course of 
these tests. In order to show the value of this key information 
we can examine the actual SDU management information system 
reports generated by the assistant D.A. assigned to the screening 
and diversion unit during the course of the charging decisions. 
As shown in Figure IV-2, in a typical case handled by the 
Assistant ~.A., charges were assigned in this particular case, 
and diversion was rejected. It should be noted that through 
the use of the CCTV system the ADA was able to directly confirm 
the degree of injury that existed in the case of this assault 
situation. A more complicated case is shown in Figure IV-3. 
In this burglary, through the use of the SIDS, the Assistant 
D.A. was able to provide a good summary description of a rather 
complex situation 2.S \.;ell as to provide guidance to the pro
secuting attorney as to the approach to be used in the handling 
of the case. 

A third example, shown in Figure IV-4)also indicates the value 
of being able to observe the actual case situation and cOIT~uni
cate the results in specific detail. As shown in Figure IV-4, 
a rather complicated weapons and assault case involving two 
different events, and several defendants was presented to the 
Assistant D.n. As shmvn in the SDIS data file, the ADA was 
able to provide guidance for handling of the case. The ADA in 
this situation ad~itted that if he had received the information 
in paperwork form he would have spent considerable time in 
trying to sort out the issues. 

An example of diversion possibilities is shown in Figure IV-S. 
As indicated in both cases, the situation reveiwed by the Assis
tant D.A. suogest.c:d that diversion should be considered." Since 
the procedures established for this demonstration test did not 
include an operational diversion process, the diversion decision 
was in fact deferred. In point of fact, these two cases would 
have been diverted out had the full system been in operation. 
A final example of the value of the concept is shown in Figure IV-6, 
in '''hich the particular case \vas examined by the Assistant D. A. 
The ADA recognized that diversion was possible. In addition, it 
became clear that this was not an area where well defined pro
cedures existed and the ADA was able to identify the need for 
further examination of the policy and procedures issues related 
to this particular arrest. 
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FIGURE IV-2 

STANDARD CASE SDrS DISPLAY 

~7639062427 NAME- * RONALD PHOTC'00463123 
r; ICER N·Af.1E-ULU"IAN t-IARTlN BADGE-09I5 
.jRGING ADA NAME-DEPAUL EDMUND E 10-11111 ...... 

L 1,"1 ADA NAr1E- . _________ 10-
I""lRGE OATE-161219 ARREST uATE-161219 TI1-1E-2105 
~io REQUIRED- CURRENT 08 STATuS- SPECIAL-
w _ _ ___ ._ .. __ SERl'OUS CHJ4RGE- _ PA DISP-

lIST DATE- PLACE- BAIL TYPE- AMOU~T-
fj"1010 SlHPLE ASSAULT ~·8 DA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE I\.HURE 
~7050 RECKLESSLY ENDANGE~ING ANOTHER 48 DA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE ~ATU~E 

THIS CASE HAS TWO RELATED CASES. THE CASES ARE OC76-39-62457 AND 
f~ DC 76-39-62458. THE FACTS AS TO -ALL THKEE CASES ARE AS i-CLLmIS FH1ALE 
J.YICTIM CALLED POLICE AND SAID MAN IN HER HUUSE BEATING hER UP. POLICE 

RESPONDED AND ShE ADMITTED THEM AS LOVER BOY hENT OUT B~CK DOOR. POLICE AND 

D
o; FEHALE CHASED FOK,"1ER BOYFRIEND AND CAU";HT HH' ABCUT HALF BLOCK Ai~AY. hhEN PU 

~ _TrrNG DEFT I'ITO ~IAGON (ALr<EAJY HAND-CJFFElJ) 1 DEFT KICKED OFF FRA,\JCIS 
DALY #2209 IN THE GKOI~ AND OFF THOMAS COLLII\S #1572 IN ThE CHEST. I~JURlES 

TO OFFICERS DO NOT APPEAR TO BE SERIOUS Af THIS TIMEo T~E GIRLFR[ENC VICT'~ 
FLcOHPLAINTA\H SHOwED t-1AKKEO Ii'-lJUKIES TO FACE. NO I'iEAPONS USEO. THE VICTLM-· 
U COMPLAINANT IN THIS DC NUM8EK CASE IS ESTHEq * FORMER GIRLFRr~~D~ 

~ * Names deleted for privacy purposes 
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EXM1PLE OF A BURGLARY CASE 

~'Dcr~-7605022219 NAI-IE- WAYNE C . PHrTo-00520685 
...... DFF (CEI{ NArIE-HAHN GERALD BAOGE-0768 

CHARGING ADA NAME-DEPAUL EDMUND E 10-11111 
_,,=_PRELIM ADA NAf.IE- ,, ______ ro-

CHARGE OAT~-161220 ARREST'DATE-761220 TIME-OlOO 
"'"l[NFO RfuUIRLl)- CURRENT 08 STATUS- SPECIAL-

-!. MCN- . __ ._ ... " . SERIOUS CHAR~E- PA DISP-
NXTLIST DATE- PLACE- 8All TYPE- AMOUNT-

1"':1809032 CO:.jSP TO BURG, STEALft. RSP 48 OA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE f\ATURE 
.~)S3~020 BUf~(;L.\f:Y 4·8 OA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE ~ATUKE 

18392LO THU'T-2 CTS-AUTO r. ADO .. ,'''IACH. 48 0.4 REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE ""TURE 
• ml18392~U t~SP-2 CTS-AUTG t. ADD" MACHINES L~8 OA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE I\ATLJRE 
. I POLICE SAW DEFT LEAVING A CAR DEALEk'S AND AS THEY APP~OACHED DEFT ESCAPEOQ 

--J-" OEf:T LEFT AN \OOING IUCHINE ANO t<EYS t3ELO,\lGING TO DEALER. GAVE PERMISS[[.'J T" 
DETEcrIVE TO PHOTOGRAPH ITEMS AND RETU~N THEM TO DEALE~ AFTER PUTTll\G DAT~, ,Jl,_ .. TIHE OF PHOTOS ~ND IDENTlfYr.~G !.'IiFO CF rTEI-1S SUCH AS HAKE,~~ODELpSEKIr.L 

b! N LJ I"W r: R S d: T C U N d A Gr, 0 f P HUT 0 S.. ASP 0 LIe E K N E HOE F T BY S I G H T AS THE Y H .4 D 
ARRESTEU HIM LAST ~EEKf A ~ANTED MESSAGE WAS PUT eN POLICE RADIO. ShORTLY 

-R,. __ .. _THf:REAf-TER HE \\f\S AR.RESTEO L,\l A srOLEN CAt{ (CC 76-05-22220} ABOUT A t3LOCK 
U FROM HIS HJMEG THIS CAR WAS A 1962 CHEVY WHICH HAD NUT AS YET BEEN REPCKTED 

STULEN. AT THIS TIME, UEFT GIVING wRITTEN STATEMENT THAT HE HAD A CC-DEFT 
-r"l_ .. _.ON THE BURG OF THE AUTO DEALER. ANO HlJ\T THEY ESCAPED FRCM THE BURG SCENE 

U IN A 1976 ~F.D DuDGE. THIS JEFT SAYS CO-DEFT \-IAS JOHN rlHO SUGGESTED 
THE BURG SJ THAT THEY COULD TAKE A CAR SO THAT DEFT COULD CRIVE TO SEE ~IS -T"] " ... PRFGNANT GIRLFRIEND WHO LIVES IN MANf\YUNK. AFTER. DRrVI:~G A'riAY FROt~ EURG SCEN 

, E IN THE STJLEN RED DGDGE, THEY BECAME ~OKRIED AND OlTC~ED IT. TH~KEAFTERp 

t." THIS DFFT ALCli~E STOLE THE 1962 CHEVY .. AI'JAR.RANT IS ISSUING FOR BUT 
~_._._" THIS UFF ICE SHUULD lCOt< OVER HI S CASE CAREFULLY TO SEE IF ANY CORROECKATICN 

OF TH£S DEFT'S STAT~MENT INVOLVING HIM. 
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FIGURE IV-4 

... .., 
I EXAMPLE OF INTER-RELATIONSHIP IN T~'10 CASES 

... J 
.1r.N~·7639062148 NAME- ~lARY PHOTO-99999999 
. 'F leER NAME-CUNBOY JA,"\ES _. ___ BADGE-079 7 

A R G l N GAD A N AM E - DE P A U L EO M LJ N DEI 0-11 11 1 

';liEL 1M ADA NAME- 10-
,.,lIARGE DATE-761218 ARREST OATE-761218 .... __ TIl4E-0200 
l 'FO REOUIRED- CURRENT DB STATU$- SPECIAl-
.,,:N- SERIOUS CHARGE- PA DISP-
'4XTLIST OATE- PlACE- BAIL TYPE- M10U 1\ T-
1109071 POSS INSTRMNTS CRIME-GENERALLY 48 DA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE NATURE 
,~09U80 PROHIBITED OFFENSIVE WEAPONS 48 OA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE NAfURL 
,021010 SIMPLE ASSAULT 48 DA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE ~ATURE 
~'27020 AGGRAVATED ASSAULT 48 DA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE ~ATURE 
J27050 RECKLESSLY ·Ei'1OANGEKING ANOTHER 48 DA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE 1\ATUi{E 

THIS DEFT AND CH4RLES (DC 76-39-62166) WERE 8JTH AT A PARTY WH~N 

EACH SERIOJSLY [NJURED THE OTHER. AT TIME UF ENTRY OF CASE INTO CCMPUTER f1 
'. AT 7AM 12-1B-76 , BOTH ~~RY SPEAKS AND CHARLES DANIELS ARE IN CRITICAL 
• ..1 .CONDITION AT wO:-lAI~S ~IED[CAl COLLEGE HOSPITAL. BECAUSE OF TbE CONDITICN, 

NO ARREST HAS ~EEN MADE AS YET UF EITHER DEFT. NOTE THAT EACH DEFT I~ n TH[S BRA\~L HAS A DIFFEKENT DC NUHdEH AS THE DEFENDM1TS ARE COMPlA[N/li\TS IN 
U EACH OTHER'S CASE, RATHER THAN IN THE NArU~E CF CO-DEFTfS CHARGED WITh 
-~JOINTLY DUI~G THE SAME UNLA~FUL ACTe NOTE FURTHER THAT EACH CEFT WILL HAVE 

0: FIFTH AMENDMENT PLEA AVAILAdLE TO HIMSELF AND THEREFURE THE INVESTIGATGR 
, WIll H A VET a F I NO 0 THE R H l T N E SSE S TO P 1\ 0 V E C AS E .. '" --- .- - •..... __ ......... -.- --

~~i~N-7639062166 NAME-- CHARLES PHOTO-004 1t399C 
~-:. f ICE R ___ . ___ NMI E-CONtW Y JA HE S ___ .• ____ BA DG E-079 7 
~ ARGING ADA NAME-DEPAUL EDMUND E 10-11111 
'RElIM ADA NAME- ID-
:~~ARGE OATE-76121H ARREST DATE-76l:218 ____ .1:IHE-0200 
~JFO REQUIRED-. CURRENT DB STATUS- SPECIAl-
ICN- SERIOUS CHARGE- PA DISP-
fFLIST DATE- PLACE- BAIL TYPE- AMOUi\T-
~.J09071 POSS I\JSTRMNTS CRH~E-GENERAlLY 48 OA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE NATURE 
_Q090aO PROHIBITED OFFENSIVE WEAPONS 48 DA REJECTS DVR 02 OFFENSE "'ATURE 
~9J27010 SII-1PLE ASSAULT .48 DA REJECTS ·D\'f{ 02 OFFENSE i\AfURc 
:t!t27020 AGGR.AVATED ASSAULT 48 DA REJECTS D\,R 02 OFFENSE 1\ATURE 
:u270~O RECKLESSLY ENDA~GERING ANOTHER 48 DA REJECTS DVR 02 GFFENSE 1\ATURE 

TH£S DEFT L\,'W MARY SPEAKS {DC 76-39-62148J GeT INTO A'l ARGu."IENT AT A PAHTY. 
rEACH SO SERIOUSLY INJURED THE OTHER THAT AT THIS TIl-IE (7M-1 G~ 12-1a-7{;), 
ru BOTH DANIELS AND ARE IN THE HUSPITAL IN CRITICAL CGNOITION AT 
___ WO/·1ANS MEDlCAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL. SEE NOTE AT END OF NARY CO:-1PUTER 
m ENTkY MADE AT THIS TIME. NOTE THAT DET~CTrVE SAYS HE HAS TWO WITNESSES 
t;;l THAT SAW THIS lOVER.fS rIFF AT THE PARTY .. THESE TIiO wITNESSES CAN BE USED 

_ .. O~._BOTH CASES. 
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FIGURE IV-5 

.. .., EXAMPLE OF POTENTIAL DIVERSION CASES 

"i , 

,':N-76350899l~7 NAME- XAVIER .. _____ ..• PHOrG-9S999999 
OFFICER NAME-AINSLEY JOHN BAoGE-06Bl 
r~ARGrNG ADA NAME-BYRNE MICHAEL J 10-43551 
RELlI~ ADA NMIE- ____ .. _10-

L~ARGE DATE-161217 ARREST DATE-761217 TIME-2230 
J~FO REUUlkED- CURRENT DB STATUS- SPECIAL-

CN- SERIOUS CHARGE- PA OISP-
hXTLIST DATE- PLACE- BAIL TYPE- AMOUI'IT-
1809012 ATT~MPT-IST DEGREE FELONY 73 DVR REVW DEFRO 06 ADNL INVEST REQ 
"'"S09071 POSS P~STt~,llUTS CRL"lE-GENERALLY 73 OV!~ REVr1 CEFRD Ob ADNL £NVEST REC 
II. •• S 3 50-' 0 C R I.'.1l N :~ L T j{ ESP .\ S S 73 0 V R. REV WOE FRO 06 AD N LIN V E S r R E C 
1835031 CRIMINAL TRESPASS--BUILOINGS 73 DVR REVW DEFRD 06 ADNL INVEST REQ 
"1 possrflLt P~EEXISTING RELATiO:~SHrp 8ET.·lEEN OEFEUDANT MW TENANT OF fl-E 
\. APARHlf:,'H OHU ~JHICH OEfENDA'lf I'tAS ATTEI'wrING TO GAIN ENTRY. COr:PLArl\~\NT ~~OT 

;j AVAILABLE TO BE INfERVlfl-IEJ PRIOR TO CrlARGU,Go NO WAY TO RELIAl3LY ASCERL\[t, 
WH£TH[R f:NTt{Y HAD ACTUALLY BEEN ACHIEVED. DEFENDANT DID NOT HAVE M'IY ut~USliA!. U BeLONG INGS" 

rpCN-7639062139 
·JFFICI:R 
""CHARGiNG ADA 

PHEL li~ ADA 
f~HARGE DATE-161217 
LINFO REWUlr~ED-

HCN-
f}lXTLlST OATE-
lJ8392L0 THEFT 

NAI~E-' . 
NAt1E-LEAK 
NAI1E-DEPAUL 
NMiE-

CHARLES 
DAVID 
EO~WNQ 

ARREST OATE-76121B 
CURRENT 08 STATUS
.~~~rous CHARGE-

E 

..... -- .. -~-

PHOTO-99999999 
BADGE-0630 
10-11111 
lO-
T I ME-O 120 
SPEC1.AL-
PA DISP-

PlACE- BAIL TYPE- AMOU~T-

18392~O RECEIV[~G STOLEN PROPERTY O .. DEPEND eNG ON THIS MAN'S TOT AL 

13 DVR REV~ DEFRD 02 OFFENSE I\ATURe 
73 DVR REVW OEFRD 02 OFFENSE I\ATURE 

8ACKGROUND,DIVERSICN SHOULD BE CONSIDEREuo 



FIGURE IV·-6 

... , EXAMPLE OF A CASE IDENTIFYING PROSECUTIO~ POLICY ISSUES 

.. J 

(1~-163 50 89R9g NAME- . .CHARLE S PHOTo-OOOOO C 00 
I.,f leER NAME-LEBOFSKY BADGE-0979 
tiARGING ADA NAME-BYRNE MICHAEL J 10-43551 
~El{M ADA NAME- 10-

ARGE DATE-761211 ARREST DATE-761217 " __ ._._ .. _TH~E-0121 
'NfO REQUIRED- CURRENT 01;) ST,.\TUS- SPECIAL-
IC'N- SER10US CHARGE- PA DISP-
• TLlST DATE- PLACE- BAIL TVPE- Ml0UNT-

: :'u:51040 RESISTI'lG ARREST OR LA;'i t~F 50 AUTH ALCO!-l' DVR 07 PROSCrt~ PRIU'{1't 
J~10310 DPE~ M v UNDER INFL LIQR/D~U~S 50 AUTH ALCOHL DV~ 07 PRGSCTN PRIGRfV 
'1 THE FAC1S ~ELATED BY THE ARRESTING OFFICER ACULO FIT WITHIN THE DEFI~ITICN d 0 F A V r 0 LA T I L.l N 0 F P PC 2 7 0 9 (ll KAT H E. R T HAN P p C 5 1 04 B E C ;.\ USE 'rl E W 1 L L (\; C T t1 E 

ABLE TO ESTAcllISH SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF ~L.lDILY INJURY TO T~E PUBLIC SERV~~T. 

F] POLICE DEPARTMENT PROCEDU~ES MAKE DIFFICULT CR PROHIBIT THE JCINDER CF A 
l MISOEMEANO~ UFFENSE dlTH A SUM~AKYG THIS IS A~ AREA hHERE THE~E IS A N~~D 

FOk REVIEW AND CO~CRETE GUlDELINES SPELLING CUT hHEN THERE rstoR IS ~GT A 
r'O PROBLEH UNDER CO~'Hl;\GNA CASE AND H,Jtl TO HARHCl\lZE COURT RULES COt~~ERt\lNG iH1fN 
U"A OEF~~DANT MUST 8~,lISTED FOR TRIAL. 
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Finally, as shown in Figure IV-7, the propensity to modify 
charges appears to be dependant upon the Assistant District 
Attorney assigned, although the differences may be explainec 
by the nature of the cases that each Assistant District 
Attorney received. To determine the effect of case type vs. 
Assistant D.A. characteristics, we would need to design and 
execute a randomized factorial design in order to test for 
these effects. Nonetheless, in the data shown it appears that 
Assistant D.A.'s one and two (the more senior and experienced) 
were more likely to modify charges than are Assistant D.A. 's 
three and four (the more junior). Experience was too limited 
for at'corneys fi\-(? and six. One and bvo did not change the 
police charges in 30: and 37.5% of the cases respectively, while 
three and four did not modify the charges in 76.4% and 84.6% of 
the actses. In fact Assistant D.A. number one reduced the charges 
in 60Z; of his cases, while number two did likewise in 50% of his 
cases as compared to ll.8~ and 15.4% for three and four. It 
appears that the inclination to change is highly dependent upon 
which prosecutor is making the decisions, but we may not be con
clusive about this finding until an adequate research design is 
unc1(!rtakcn. 

C. EVAI Jl.1AT I 0;1 OF THE SYSTB:·1 CO~1CEP'l'* 

Eva1uQtion of the use of CCTV in support of the charging, Screening, 
and D:i.vorsion function must necessarily be qualitative since the 
system has so far operated for only 125 hours and dealt with 
only SO arrests during the December 1976 pilot test. Hmvever, 
from observations and the data collected, some notions about the 
potential costs and benefits of the system can be derived. These 
observations rolate to: 

o 

The ef~ect of the CCTV and SDIS support system on the work 
ilii\;;-"01:··-fh~polrc(, andE-he District Attorney I s Office 

'1'he effect of the 8vst8m on arrestinq and charaina behaviors 

'the 120tentinl for incrcnsed efficiencv in the criminal 
tllf;t:ic(' sv f~ t~,11 

Tho lean1 imnlication of the svstem 
" 

1. Effect on the Work Flow 

gssC'ntially tho system provices the capability to move the 
ScroC'ning and Diversion Unit (SDU) function of the D.A. 's office 
from the interstice between the preliminary arraignment and 
pxcliminnry hearing to the charging locus. At that point not 
only is a formal determination made of whether or not to divert 
a case to some rehabilitntive program but also the actual 
charging decision is accomplished in concert with the investi
gating detective or other police officer. 

* This section was prepared by Dr. Figlio and Dr. Spritzer of 
the University of Pennsylvania 
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FIGURE IV-7 

c"'] C"' L~-.J l .... J 

BEHAVIOR OF ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY ASSIGNED TO SDU 

VS. POLICE CHARGE 

ADA ACTION 
as=- = === ..... 

AD:;~! NO REDUCED CHARGE 

L.J [ . .J 

DISTRICT 
ATrOIDJEY* I 

CHA."\GE I CIlIIRGES I CHlillGES DROPPED I TOTAIS 
N 0, N '6 N o. 

'0 '0 N % N % 

; i: l ----

1 3 (30) 1 (10) 6 (60) 0 (0) 10 (100) 

2 3 (37.5) 1 (12.5) 4 (50 ) 0 (0) 8 (100) 

• 
3 13 (76.4) 1 ( 5.9) 2 (11.8) 1 (5.9) 17 (100) 

4 11 (84.6) 0 (0) 2 (15.4 ) 0 (O) 13 (100) 

5 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (100) 0 (0) 1 (100) 

6 

TOTALS 

0 (0) 

f 
1 (100) 

I 
., 

1 (2) l 50 (100) 

1 (100) I 0 (0) I 0 (0) I 
__ :t i ~ I I 31 (62) I 3 (6) b 1-' -15-..-(-3-0)-1'----.... , 

* Refers to the six different individuals involved in the test 
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In the initial project description; "Opportunities for Improve
ment in the City of Philadelphia Criminal Justice System", it 
was argued that substantial operating economies could result 
especially in the area of paperwork reduction if the CCTV system 
were in full-time operation. However, from the point of view 
of the police certain documents are generated in response to a 
criminal act. For example, Form 75-48 records the fact that a 
complaint has been filed. In addition, the 48 form briefly 
details the circumstances surrounding the incident being re
ported. All officially recorded police action begins with the 
75-48 report. As such this form must accompany any further 
action by the police. For all offenses other than those which 
arc disposwd of in the police district-municipal court (s~~ary 
offenses) an investigation by a detective is undertaken in re
sponse to the filing of the 75-48. The findings of this in
vestigatjon arc recorded on form 75-49 and the decision to 
charge or not to charge is made. Both of these records (75-48, 
49) form a n2ccssnry part of the official documentation of the 
police! . 

Howovor, the decision to charge and what the charge should be 
arc bused unon tho detective investiaation. It is therefore, 
at this sta~c, and not beforo, that ibssibl~ operating economies 
may como into play in the police systom1s paper flow, for the 
intCl:vc.'l1tion of tho district attorney 1 s o::fice at the charging 
stage will help to insure that only cases which can be adequately 
prosecuLed will proceed onward along the route to trial. 

For cases in which the Assistant D.A. feels that the arrested 
indiviaual should be charged with a felony or misdemeanor the 
pa tl'nvay to dispos.'i.t:ion remains unaltered. However, if the Assis
tant D.A. feels that the accused should be either charaed with 
a summary violation or diverted them a substanti.::l.l red~ction 
in pris0!1cr processing would result, because further handling 
of the accused (fin~rerprinting, pl10tographing, ROR hearing l:lnd 
pr(]'lilnil1Cl.ry arraignment) would be eliwinatcd. 'rhus \ve may 
anticip(~ te a reduction in prisoner handling by both the police 
and the judiciary in those cases ,in which the Assistant D.A., 
aft~r discussing the evidence via CCTV with the investigating 
dctuctivc or police officer, has determined that the charge 
ShO\'11<1 either be rcduct2d to a summary c1isposi tion and/or the 
defendant diverted. 

"". Donald F. Blumberg, "Q£I'ortunitics for Irnnrovcmcnt in t.he 
City of Philadclnhi<1 Crir:1inal Just-ice Svstem ll

, Decision __ ~b ' __ -"r_~_" _______ ,,~, ~ __ 

Scicnc(:~s Corporation, Philadelphia, 1976. 
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since the data does indicate that the police are r' in fact, 
over-charging*, and a relatively large number of offenders 
are being diverted after the preliminary arraignment**, then 
we may expert meaningful economies to result from placing the 
sou function at the point of charging. Of course it is dif
ficult to anticipate the extent to which the flow may be 
modified with this system because adequate data are not yet 
available. However, the demonstration test suggests that in 
10% of the serious cases (excluding narcotics, prostitut.ion, 
and drunk driving) the police appear to be charging individuals 
with felonies or misdeneanors when they should in fact be 
dealing 't·ll th those defendants sum"Tlarily or the si tllation [;;hould 
have been diverted. 

It should be noted that the data indicates that over-charqing 
is not an extensive practice. HO\,lever, it docs occur ,'lith 
enough frequency that the earlier the screeninq and diversion 
decision is made by the SDU, the greater the savings in proces
sing, record generation and time for the police, the D.A. 's 
office, the judiciary, and the accused. Therefore, \'le may 
conclude that a small to moderate cost reduction due to elimin
ation of some police paper flow may result from placing the SOU 
at the charging locus***. 

It has been estimated that in Philadelphia a "minimum caSt~(\ re
quires over ~O man-hours of processing, including police and D.A. 
personnel with the greatost man-hour costs, per case,borne by 
the District Attorney's office. At an arbitrary $12 per hour 
rate (\'1hich is probably low if overhend and support costs axe 
included), this is equivalent to $480 processing cost per minimum 
case. For more cOl7lplex cases, the processing cost can easily 
rise to $1,000 or SUbstantially higher. If, by usc of the cabl.c 
coltl\nunic(;i tions link ,one ca.se can be eliminated every three c1;:V8 
(e.g. by the A.D.A. ac1vising tbci.'f no-pro'~;ocutf0i1\\'{Il ta]~(!~p~riic(: 
or by a reduction to a sumr.'larv offense, them the cost saved by 
short-circui t.in". or rccucincr t.ho reGuirC'Cl Droccssin(r-~6~1;Or-
that case \v:CI1-t:;a~or---th~cosTor-rhcC0r:':irnmTcations**"\'*. 

* The actual demonstration data shows that this was the case in 
a third of the situations. It should be noted that this did 
not include narcotics, prostitution ·or drunk. driving arrests, 
which are often screened cr diverted. 

** As shm·m in Chapter II, Figure II-7, almost bolO thirds of all 
arrests arc ultimately screened out or diverted .. 

*~* The main operational cost potential (mentioned by the police) 
is the time requircd to handle the charging decision over the 
CCTV. During peak pGriods of criminal activity the policy 
fear that the waitinq time to discuss the charge with an 
ADA may be intolerabiy long. Ho\vcver f an analysis basod upon 
the actual data, as found in Appendix 2 shows that case pro
cessing \.;il1 not be C\ significant issue. 

**** The cost of one two-I·my channel communications link and the 
terminal equipment, would be the totFll incremental cost. As 
noted in Appendix 3 this is in the order of $50,000-60,000 
per year. For 365 days per ~'ear, this equals about $150 
per 24-hour day, or about $6 per hour. 
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There are further benefi-ts that may be substantial. For example, 
elimination of even one false arrest possibly per year could 
very well save the city more th2n the $50,000 in terms of liqui
dation costs and damages. FurtherMore, reduction of ~olice 
paperwork to any degree means more time available for the primary 
function of preventing crime and apprehending suspects. 

Under the above assumptions, therefore, it appears that a strong 
cost/benefits case ca~ be made in favor of D.A. screening and 
diversion via a communications link. 

With respect to the over211 concept, the following points should 
be n'Jted: 

2. 

a. CCTV apocars to have a noticeable a1~antage over the use of 
a telepYiOne 

Visualization gives the ADA a somewhat heightened a~areness 
of the attitudes oi his communicants and of the significance 
of the information he is receiving. By the same token, it 
may contribute to better understanding of the ADA's view
point by those at the other end. This benefit, in itself, 
may not \';arrant_ the cost of ins-taIling a CCTV system. HOIy

ever, in the City of Philadelpnia a CCTV svst~m in place 
with costs already sunk is an important benefit . 

b. Not 211 offenses need to be the subject of adv2nce consult~
tion bet~;t:~c~:1 the poLLce <lna prosecutlc:lal autl:ori ties 

Smnmary o:!:"fcnses, as well as cert2in misdemeanors not custom
arily processed by units could be excluded. Experience also 
shows that pr3-corr,plaint consultations might also be cur
tailed in other categories of ca~es on the ground that they 
arc of a routine character and that their inclusion in the 
process would be a clog upon the operation. 

Effect on Arresting and Charging Behavior 

Perh2ps the u.spect of this proposed system \'lhich is most difficult 
to anticipate and evaluate is that dealing with the effect that 
formally placing ]\DA' s at the charging decision vlill have on 
chur9ing and u.rresting behaviors. It must be remembered that 
the decision to charge and the contcn~ of the charge have tradition
ally resided in the dOI:min of the police even though the charges 
may later be modified (for example, through plea bargaining) or 
dropped by the prosecutor's offi~~. ~~ter all, the policeman 
is often the witness to a c'iminal act o~ the results of that 
act and he is, therefore, ~losest to the crime and its associated 
charge. It might, then, be reasonably asserted that the police
man should be ~ble to make the most accurate and substantial 
charge. Indeod it may be reasonably asserted that in most in
stances the police do feel that they are best able to charge a 
defendant. IIm';::3ver, the charging decision rests upon legal as 
well as behavioral factors as perceived by the police, with the 
resul t that choosing the appropriate charge or charges is sor.le
times a complex affair requiring the aid of an ,experienced pro
secuting attorney. As mentioned in Chapter II, requests for 
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consultative aid in the charging decision of complex cases are 
often made of the assistant district attorneys by the police. 
However, the essential difference in the proposed system is 
that all non-sWThuary charges are formally reviewed, modified, 
or approved by an assistant district attorney at the time of 
charging. Of course, this procedure completely eliminates 
police autonomy in charging discretion. 

What effect will this continuous revimv have on police r.1orale 
and, therefore, behavior? One, and perhaps the most desirable 
effect will be further education of the charging officers through 
their interaction with the ADAs. Over time it is anticipated 
that there will be a convergence beb-leen the charges proI)osed by 
the police and those approved by the assistant district attorneys 
will be observed. This empirical observation results from the 
increased sensitivity of the police to the legal requirements 
which underlie the formulation of a viable charge during the 
course of the demonstration. Thus, even if tension was to 
develop between the police and the assistant district attor~eys 
because of the nunerousness of unacceptable (to the police) charqc 
changing by the assistant district attorneys, we would hypothesize 
that such tensions would decline over time as the two charging 
agencies became more or less congruent in their practices. It is 
important to stress that the supposed morale difficulty is purely 
rypothetical. During the °DeceInber 1976 test, no proble:-:'.s ~vere 
observed with tension or hostility between the charging officers 
and the assistant district attorneys. In fact the opposite was 
true. Both the prosecutors and the officers knew each other and 
exhibi ted good ra}::port. The face-to-face interchange perr:'.i tted 
by the CCTV served to stre~gthen the relationships between the 
ADAs and officers. Direct observation indicated thatthc inter
changes were usually friendly, and this substantiated in discuss
ions with the participants. 

No evidence of intimidation of the police officers by the ADAs was 
observed, they appeared to be working together to insure that only 
"just'! charges that would "stick" vlere entered against the de
fendant. Th~ police and the district attorney both realize that 
an inapproptiate charge only causes problems all along the criminal 
justice sys.:.em flow. Thus, in some cases rightful convictions 
are lost and money, time, and effort are wasted. The reul cause 
of reduced moral for the police, the prosecutl)l:" and the jUdiciary 
as well, is in the losing of convictions wher in fact they should 
not have been lost, Oftentimes this "slippage" is caused by 
ineptness in the system: faulty charging, rights of the 
accused violated, poor prosecuting efficiency due to extraordin
arily large caseloads and the resulting backlog, unreasonably 
long time intervals bebveen preliminary hearing and trial, 
and so on. 
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One of the most important measures of police effectiveness 
is the "cleared by arrest" rate. "\1hether or not the defendant is 
later found guilty, the job of the police is, for the most 
part, finished when an arrest is accomplished. 

Because the pathway to conviction is peppered with judicial 
and procedural pitfalls, it is to the officer1s advantage 
to "pile on ll charges, that is, overcharge to improve the 
chances of at least some kind of conviction. In a sense 
low conviction rates encourage the police to increase the 
charging rate. Hov](=ver , multiple charges which have 
incorrect, unsubstantiated or inaccurate charges within 
them also contribute to the conviction slippage by , 
overloading the system, increasing the backlog and time 
interval to prosecution and cause wasted time on the 
part of the police in appearing at court actions, which 
arc 111tiraatel:/ not SUCCE:ssfl.:l or are dismissed. All of 
these factors contribute to a lowered conviction rate, lower 
police morale, and lowered confidence in the Criminal 
Justice System in the population at large. 

3. Potential Effj.ciency IT:1urovement 

Improving the charging decision making process ,vill 
reflect up and dmm the criminal justice system in a 
beneficial manner .. ::I.t the initial level, that of the 
discretion of the police officer to arrest or not to 
arrest, the effect of the review of Gharging practices 
by the assistant district attorneys will be first apparent, 
for the quality of the arrest will be measured by the 
charge that it generates. Incorrect arrests or wrongfully 
elevated charges will not be supported by the assistant 
district attorney1s screening and decision making, because 
the assistant district attorney knows that such a case 
will not survive further examination along the route to 
conviction. Thus we would suggest that eventually the 
measure of effective police practice will not be simply 
IIcleared by arrest ll but rather "cleared by arrest and 
chargec1 11 by the assistant district attorney. In that way 
policing behavior would be r~warded by successful 
arresting practice (well founded and charged) rather 
than simple arresting behavior. 
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In the other direction the prosecutorial role should be 
somewhat simplified in that the problems of charge 
reduction (which ideally would only arise because of 
faulty charging practice) and diversion would no longer 
exist in the judicial setting because they would 
already have been handled in the initial stage of 
charging. Thus we may anticipate some reductions in 
processing at the preliminary Clrraignment and hearing 
stage on the part of the district attorney1s staff. 
In addition we ma~ anticipate the more effective and 
efficient use of prosecutorial manpower as the system 
develops, especially as the district attorney's computer 
keying operation develops . 

An efficient and accurate charging system may also have 
an effect on the ever-increasing practice plea 
b.argaining. In a sense the practice of plea bargaining 
encourages the maintenance of elevated charges throughout 
the judicial process, for it rewards a voluntary guilty 
plea with a lesser charge. To some,degree we see the 
intrusion of the assistant district attorney into the 
charging stream as having a potential for an unbalancing 
effect on the interClction between the initial charge and 
the fin<.l indictment which results in conviction in that 
the amount of latitude available for plea bargaining may 
be reduced. 

It must be remembered that the practice of plea bargaining 
arose as a response to increasing backlogs in the criminCll 
justice system. Each~lement in the system in the society 
in which it functions is interrelatefr with the other 
components. As plea bargaining blossomed and spread as 
a method to speed up the justice dealing process ~nd 
gain convictions so have police and com."1l.unity disenchantment 
grmJn as the perceived disjuncture behleen the criminal 
event and its disposition or punishment has widened. 
The circularity and self-generating nature of this 
system is readily apparent. 

Placing the prosecutor1s office at the charging locus has 
the potential for widespread effects throughout the criminal 
justice system. Nonetheless, the extent and character 
of that effect will not be determinable until substantial 
data have been collected after considerable system 
operation. At the minimum, operating economies should 
result from the diversion of cases before the preliminary 
arraignment instead of after as is the present practice. 
Additional economies should result due to the reduction 
of charges from those requiring a preliminary arraignm8nt 
to the status of a summary offense. For cost and social 
benefits beyond these i~mediately apparent and 
tangible items, vIe must await further experience with 
the system. 
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4. Legal Implications of the System 

There is no doubt of the legality and propriety of the 
prosecutor's participating at the earliest practicable 
stage, i.e., before a complaint is filed in court, in 
the decision whether to ~rosecute, and if that 
decision is an affirmative one, in the determination of the 
charge or charges to be brought. The prosecutor is the 
trained professional, and the decision whether and how 
to prosecute is his responsibility*. 

During the December experiment the ADA did not engage 
in questioning any of the accused. If that were done, 
however, it would raise no novel question. Whether 
questioning is conducted by an ADA or a police officer, 
the constitutional limitations are the same. 

From the standpoint of legal policy, effective implementation 
of the pre-audit approach could provide benefits in 
the follm-:ing respects: (1) minimi zing dis para te 
treatment of similarly situated offenders; (2) the 
development and articulation of prosecutorial standards; 
(3) conforming police practices to prosecutorial 
criteria; (4) the eevelopment of information and data 
for continuing evaluation of the criminal justice system 
by executive and legislative authorities. These 
considerations will be ex~mined in turn. 

a. Minimizina Disparate Treatment of Similar Offenders 

Where complaints are shaped by arresting officers 
and detectives, inconsistent and inapt charging 
practices are a likely occurrence. The officers 
are non-lawye=s. They will probably have only 
limited fa'1liliarity with considerations to which the 
District Attorney's Office is sensitive. They may 
well be prone to over-charge in the interest of 
covering everything. And, in the absence of expert 
guidance and centralized supervision, fortuitous 
factors are bound to play a significant role in 
cases that do not obviously fit in a single and 
familiar pigeonhole. 

1:'111e ABA Standards (see p.4, note, s~) state (§3.4): 

(a) The decision to institute criminal proceedings should be 
initially and prb~arily the responsibility of the prosecutor. 

(b) The prosecutor should establish standards and procedures 
for evaluating cc~plaints to determine whether criminal pro
ceedings should be instituted. 

(e) vmere the la\.,r permits a citizen to complain directly to 
a judicial officer or the grand jury, the citizen complainant 
should be required to present his complaint for prior approval 
to the prosecutor and the prosecutor's action or recommendation 
thereon should be cO~'1lunicated to the judicial officer or grand 
jury. 
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In contrast, ADA's in a small centralized unit 
can be chosen for their professional qualifications 
and their experience as prosecutors. Their daily 
working relationships with one another and their 
supervisors provide a means of developing some 
consistency of approach and practice. To the 
extent that this is achieved, disparate treatment 
of similarly situated offenders can be minimized. 

b. The Identification of the Need for, and Development 
of Prosecutorial Stnl1dards 

While a degree of consistency can be achieved 
through the interaction of personnel in a group 
like the Screening and Diversion Unit without formal 
articulation of rules, policies and guidelines, 
there are advantages -- at least within limits 
in more formal proceaures. The' fu~ericnn Bar 
Associntion Project urges that the "prosecutor 
establish standards and procedures for evaluating 
complaints to determine ~~lether criminal proceedings 
should be instituted"*. The very attempt to 
articulate guidelines compels a more direct 
confrontation with recurrent issues and nay lead 
to reduced areas of nmbiguity. How detailed the 
standards s~ould be is another question -- one thnt 
probably cannot be given a meaningful answer in the 
abstract. Certainly, room must remain for the 
exercise of prosccutorial judgement, for some 
flexibility of response.** 

The significant point, for present purposes is this. 
If the District Attorney b~comes involved in the direction of 
matters at the point of intake -- before compJains 
are crystallized and get into particular channels --
his options are enhnnced. By the same token, there 
is improved opportunity to develop and to apply marc 
comprehensive and more visible standards nnd criterin 
of disposition. 

For a broad discussion of administrative rule-
makiag as a means of confining, structuring and checking discre
tionary pm'ler, see K. C. Davis, "Discretionary Justice: A Prelir:1i
nary-Inquiry" (1969). 

**As victor Rosenblum has suggested in a commentary on Davis' 
"Discretionary Justice," there are dangers in too little discre
tion as well as in too much. Rosenblum, liOn Davis on con~inin.sr..! 
e!!ucturing and Checking Admi~listrative Discretion," 37 Law & 

contemp. Probe 49 (1972). 
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c. Insurinq Conformance of Police Practices to 
Prosecut0rial Standards 

Under the current practice, the arresting officer 
and the in'les tiga ting detective may get Ii ttle or 
no feedback following the filing of a complaint. 
True, the case will come to their attention again 
if it proves to be one of the small minority that 
goes to trial. hudever; the chances are that 
they will hear little or nothing if it is dropped, 
diverted or terminates in a guilty plea. 
Accordingly, unifor~ed police officers and detectives 
may persist in initiating charges that the ADA's 
are regularly engaged in weeding out or modifying 
at a later stage in the ongoing process. 
Moreover, even when police officers learn, through 
rumor or happenstance;, what dispc'si tion has taken 
place in certain of their cases r they are unlikely 
to be informed of the reasons. Thus r there is 
not only a failure of education but a breeding 
ground for distrust. 

Ifr on the other hand, there is direct and irrmediate 
counsultation between the ADA and the police 
officers via CC'Pl, the latter are perforce exposed 
to the thinking and attitudes of the prosecutorial 
staff. If, for CXCll'11ple, it is the view of the 
District Attorney that, in light of his priorities, 
it is not worthwhile to bring certain types of cases 
in certain circ~~stances, the detectives and uniforuled 
officers should be aware of that. The colloquoy 
betwGen the ADA and the officers may provide other 
insights, e.g., what information the officers should 
be seeking, what investigative procedures they 
might adopt, hm·, in given circumstances they 
should conduct a search and seizure.* 

In short, the pre-audit procedu~e provides an 
opportunity to achieve a greater degree of coordination 
between the prosecutor and the police and a more 
efficient utilization of resources. 

*It S110UId be added that consultation is not a one-way street. 
fj,1'he ADA will learn more of the attitudes of the police and of 
the practic~l problems they encounter in the performance of their 
''lork. He In::ly also get a livelier sense of the strength and 
character of the case at hand. 
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d. The development of a Base of Data for Continued 
Policy and Legislative Review 

An adjunct of the pre-audit procedure is that the 
ADA \vill feed into -the computer terminal at his side 
skeletal data (including a coded designation of 
the reason or reasons for the disposition made) 
concerning each case handled. Apart from such 
utility as this may have from the standpoint of 
internal manage~ent of caseload, it affords a 
valuable means of gathering data for refined 
analyses of aspects of the criminal justice system. 
For example, one could readily ascertain how many 
cases were dropped during a given period because 
of the prosecutor's view of his priorities. 
One might then break these cases down by categories -
what types of charges were involved and ho~ many 
of each. The results might suggest a re-exiliuination 
of priorities. Or they might be thought to signal 
the desirability of a legislative change, such 
as dmm-grading a particular crime fror:l misdemeanor 
to summary offense. EXruuples might be multiplied, 
but the point is a simple one: computerization of 
the data derived from the contemplated pre-audit 
system can provide a useful tool for continuing 
evalualtion by executive and legislative authorities. 
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v. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS SUf-.L\m.RY, AND CONCLUSIONS 

As a direct result of the demonstration tests carried out in 
December of 1976 and an independent evaluation of the results 
of these tests, basic conclusions can be reached concerning 
tho validity and viability of the CCTV and SDIS concept in 
support of tho legal counseling, Screening and Diversion 
procoss, its transfernbility to other jurisdictions, and 
recoMficndations for further action. These results are outlined 
below: 

A. CQt·1Pl\W\'l'IVE li"'JALYS IS 

The major issue analyzed in this project related to improved 
methods for providing legal counseling, screening and diversion 
services in support of the charqing process by the District 
Attorney's office. There are three basic methods by which this 
process can be augmented: 

1. DecentralizGd S~DDort 

One possible rn0thod is to provide legal counseling and 
screening and diversion support services at each detective 
division, by assigning a full time assistant district 
attorney to oach site. The assistant district attorney 
assigned is available to police officers and detectives for 
advice and counsel. A variation of this approach, designated 
as the "circuit. rider ll syst.om, assigns one assistant district 
attorney to serve ti.vO or more detective divisions. The ADA 
would be physically located at one detective division, and 
would be available by phone to the other division(s) assigned 
to his "c ircuit ll

• Under this concept a district attorney 
assigned could either provide counsel over the phone, or on 
call, physically drive to the other detective division 
requiring his services. 

2. Centralized Informal Telephone Access Suppbrt 

A second method is to provide J.egal counseling services on 
an informal basis from a centralized location. One or more 
assistant district attorneys would be assigned to the 
function, and the individual police districts and detective 
divisions would be able to call up, at their discretion, to 
obtain legal advice and counsel on a particular case of 
interest. In this situation, the assistant district 
attorney's involved are located at a central point and all 
requests for service is done via telephone. 
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3. Centralized Formal CCTV Access and Support 

A third method involves the establishment of ~ formal 
legal counseling/screening and diversion function which 
is centrally located and is in direct communication on a 
continuing basis, via Closed Circuit Television, with 
each detective division. Each detective division operates 
on the basis of a charging manual and procedure which 
require~ formal call-up of the Screening Diversion u!lit 
for guidance I counseling and a formal charging deci ,; i on. 
The communication between the police detective divisions 
and the screening and diversion function is by both <lUdio 
and visual means. The guidance as to arrest and charging 
recommendations, made by the District Attorney's office, are 
formally recorded by means of a computer terminal (SDIS), 
and are available for recall at the preliminary hearing 
location. The basic difference between this approach and 
the second method (centralized telephone calling) is 
1) the availability of visual, as well as audio con~uni
cations, and 2) the require:nent for a formal rocording 
of guidance and charging decisions provided by the District 
Attorney's office .. 

The City of Philadelphia has had experience with the first two 
methods. For over two years the District Attorney's office of 
the City of Philadelphia provided on-site assistant district 
attorneys at each police detective division, for advice and 
counsel. Serious deficiencies were noted in this approach in that 
the district attorneys assigned often had relatively little to do. 
In addition, the operational environment of a police detective 
division is neither professionally stimulating or comfortahlo for 
an attorney. As a result a significant morale problem aroso. 
Finally, some attorneys who found the assignment intoresting, 
became '-cry involved with the detective division personnel; over 
a period of time they adjusted to the personal attitudes and views of 
the individual detectives and police officers they were dealing 
with. In effect, the closeness and proximity pf the assignod 
district attorneys to the police detective divisions inhi,bi ted 
the ability of the assistant district attorneys to make an 
independent and objective appraisal. For example, to the cxtcmt 
that a decision rendered was unfavorable to the porsonal ViCWR 
of the detectives involved, it was very difficult to make such a 

.recommendation since the assistant district attorney had to 
continue to "live" \'lith the detectives assigned. 

The method of centralized telephone access is currontJ,y in use 
in the City of Philadelphia. The system provides for a det:ective 
or police officer within the city of Plliladelphia Police Department 
to call the central counseling service by telephone, at their 
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own discretion. Under this sytem the legal counsel and guidance 
given is not recorded, and the district attorney providing the 
advice and counsel has no way of knowing whether or not his 
guidance was accepted or rejected or whether or not the facts 
andissues of the case were fully presented. Because of this, 
the District Attorney's office also maintains a separate 
Screening and Diversion unit which reviews all cases, after 
arrest and preliminary hearing. The purpose of the Screening 
and Diversion Unit is to independently evaluate the facts of 
each case in order to decide what the actual charge should 
be and whether or not the case should be screened out, 
diverted, or brought to trial. 

The purpose of this study design was to make an independent, 
objective comparison of the costs and performance of the, 
three concepts outlined above in general, and to provide a 
dixcct comparative evaluation of the differences and similarities 
between the present system (of informal telephone access for 
legal guidance and formal screening and diversion review after 
the preliminary hearing and arrest) v's. the system of formal 
direct closed circuit television access and screening and 
diversion dccisions made on-line at the time of arrest, and 
documenter.!. through the use of the SDrs computer system. 

~he results of the demonstration tests as well as historical data 
collected rel~tive to the decentralized method are presented 
in Figure V-l. The comparative analysis clearly indicates that 
the formal process of legal counseling and guidance, and 
screening and diversion decisions on-line utilizing the closed 

'circuit television system and computer.aids is the least expensive 
and most efficient method in that 1) it uses the least number 
of district attorneys, and 2) involves the earliest screening 
and diversion out,of those cases which would not normally be 
brought to trial; thus offering the potential for elimination 
of papeDvork and manpower. While there is essentially little 
or no difference as to the ultimate resolution of the flow of 
cases under either of the centralized systems, the CCTV/SDIS 
approach provides the benefit that the decisions are made 
significnntlv earlier in the criminal justice process, thus 
offering savings which are not achievable under the system of 
informal telephone access, and formal screening and diversion 
review after preliminary hearings. Other more qualitative 
aspects of the advanced system have already been described in 
Chapter IV. 
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FIGURE V-1 
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A careful and realistic weighing of the alternatives favors 
the use of CCTV. The use of centralized video-audio 
communication has the following advantages: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

i 

Video-audio coI'lt'1lunication allOi'ls face-to-face communication 
between police officers and assistant district attorneys (ADA's). 

Such communication is essential to maintain a harmonious 
and cooperative working relationship between the two 
groups. It also allows assistants to identify officers 
they may know by face, but not by name, in order to 
assess their credibility. 

Video-audio cOIn..'1lunication allows face-to-face communication 
between police officers, and witnesses at the remote 
location and assistant district attorneys. 

This facilitates the assistant's understanding of testimony 
and his determination of credibility. 

Video cOIW'1lunication lets the ADA's .view physical evidence. 

Video-audio cornrnunication allows an ADA to observe line-uDs 
and the takinu of statements to ensure adherence to 
constitutional protections. 

Centralized leaal counselina solves the oersonnel nroblem 
OTrecruiting ;\DA f s to work- in and travel through dangerous 
neighborhoods at-all times of the day and night, and to work 
in unfamiliar or less than adequate professional surroundings. 

Centralized leaal counselina outs several ADA's in close 
phySical proximity during e~ch shift. 

This provides for assistants consulting over difficult 
problems and for the enormous training benefit of making 
up shift teams of combinations of· experie~ced and in
experienced assistants. The project would be able to 
train prosecutors in constitutional problems in a way 
which is not possible using the individual assignment 
approach. 

Video-audio communicatio'n may be recorded on tape for later 
playback, for purpose of documentation. 
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In comparison with video-audio communication, telephone service 
does not allow identification and a~sessment of credibility 
of officers, defendants and witnesses. It compromises the 
assistant's understanding of testimony, and does not allow him 
to read documents or view physical evidence, line-ups, and 
interrogations. 

B. SUMHARY OF TEST FINDINGS 

An analysis of the demonstration tests clearly indicate that 
the concept of moving the charging decision role up prior to 
arraignment, and providing the capability of allowing the 
Screening and Diversion unit of the District Attorney's Office 
to directly co~~unicate ~~ith detectives and uniformed officers 
via CCTV the time of arrest, is technically feasible. The tests 
showed that the concept operationally improves the efficiency of 
the front end of the Criminal Justice System. 

A sumrnary of expected bene ... ,l.ts to be derived from extending 
the Screening and Diversion Unit thr9ugh the use of CCTV and 
the computel:ized SDIS is shmm in Figure V-2. An analysis of 
the data indicates that there will be a significant reduction 
in the operating costs and work flow in both the District 
Attorney's Office and the police detective divisions. In 
addition the system appears to offer significant opportunities 
for improving successful case prosecution by the District 
Attorney's office. An independent evaluation of the benefits of 
the system to the District Attorney's Offic~ is contained in a 
separate evaluation report prepared by the Chief of the Pre-Trial 

. Division of the District Attorney's Office of the City of 
Phi:adelphia (see Appendix 6). 

A qualitative evaluation indicates that benefits to be derived 
through the implementation of the system more than offset the 
costs of implementation of the appropriate closed circuit 
television and computer based piograms. 

c. TECHNOLOGICAL T&"\~~SFER!'.BILITY 

An in depth analysis of the technological transferability of 
the CCTV concept to oth8r jurisdictions is contained in Appendix 
3$ In general, the analysis suggests that the system has a high 
degree of technological transferability using microwave or a 
buried cable corr~unications approach. In general the analysis, 
made in se~eral major metropolitan areas suggests that the 
benefits and cost reductions which can be achieved as a result 
of the implementation of such a concept would more than offset the 
cost associated with the implementation of the supporting systems. 
This is particularly true in cases in \vhich multiple uses can be 
found for the CCTV network. 
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FIGURE v-2 

EXPECTED BENEFITS: FROB 

EXTENDING SDU CCTV SYSTEM 

TO ALL POLICE DETECTIVE DIVISIONS 

A. Benefits to District Attorney's Office 

B. 

0 Reduction in Pre-trial Division workload 
by 10% 

0 Increase in successful case prosecut.l.on 
by 25% 

Benefits to Police Detective Divisions 

o 

o 

o 

Reduction in paper work processing 
workload of 5% 

Reduction in time required for detective/ 
officer appearances at felony cases Df 20% 

Reduction in number of false arrest 
charges 

* l:.::;timated Based on Demonstration Tests & Analysis 
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D. RECONHENDATIONS FOB', FURTHER ACTION 

Based upon the results of the demonstration test and the 
independent analysis contained in this report, the 
District Attor~ey of the City of Philadelphia is currently 
planning to extend the system to City-wide operations. 
Proposals have been submitted to key executives wtthin the 
City administration :0 support this action. 

It. is strongly reconu-nended that extensive resedrch design 
be built into further implementation of the system so that 
the full extent of the effects on the accused, the police, 
the prosecutor's office, the judiciary, and the population 
at large may be determined. This design should take into 
account the discrepancies in the police-ADA charging practices 
as a function of the charge, the charging officer, and the 
Assistant District Attorney. It should docurnentthe actual 
benefits derived from pre-arraignment diversion and charge 
reduction. It should look at the effect of tightening up 
charging practices as reflected on the Flea bargaining process 
and court backlogs. Finally the design should be sensitive 
to the attitudinal charges, if any, which occur both within 
the police and the prosecutor's offices. 
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APPENDIX 2 

ESTIMATE OF PROCESSING LOAD* 

AVAILABLE DATA ON CASE ARRIVALS, AND SERVICE TIME 

An analysis of data collected from the City of Philadelphia 
Police Department files on the number of cases processed 
during three weeks in April, May, and June, 1974 shows that 
weekends are the periods of heaviest activity. The arrival 
rate in cases per hour as a function of time over the four-day 
weekend period is shown in Figure 1. The graph is based on 
the count of actual cases during the three weekends in corres
ponding four-hour time intervals. Thus, the first bar shown 
(0000 to 0400 hours, Friday) was obtained from the actual 
count of 59 cases from midnight to 4 A.M. Friday morning during 
the three weekends (59 cases/12 hours = 4.92 cases/hour). Peaks 
are seen to occur periodically around midnight with the great
est occurring on Friday night when 92 cases arrived (= 7.67 
cases/hour). These data represent all casea arriving through 
all police divisions. Actual arrival dates by hour for the 
test period are shown in Figure 2, sho\ving the peak arrival 
rates occurring around 8 P.M., with a special fall-off occurring 
at the shift change (or midnight). 

In the subsequent analysis, the rates shown in Figure 1 will 
be assumed to be the true average arrival rates. It must be 
pointed out, though, that these numbers are not exact since 
data was only collected over a limited number of weekends. 
Figure 3 shows the total count of cases in each 24-hour period 
of the three weekends. The standard deviation around the mean 
ranges from about 8~ of the mean to about 25% of the mean, 
implying that the means have a standard deviation of about 
1 these values, or as much as about 15%. The rates shown in 

13 
Figure 1 should, therefore, be viewed as having about this much 
error (15~). The use of four-hour intervals of analysis was 
arbitrary; the original data available was given in two-hour 
intervals. In grouping the data into the larger intervals, it 
turned out that only rarely was it necessary to sum two rad
ically different arrival numbers. Thus, the data shown is 
not excessively smoothed and where great variations occur, 
they are preserved. In fact, one may further combine without 
much loss. For example, the combination of cases from Friday, 
8 P.M. to Saturday, 4 A.M. would give an average rate of 7.42 
cases/hour over this eight-hour interval. In view of this 
limited number of observations, this may reasonably be taken 
to be the average arrival rate applicable to the peak period 
of eight hours duration, and will, in fact, be used in the 
analysis to follow as the mean arrival parameter of a Poisson 
arrival process. 

This appendix was prepared by Dr. Fred Haber, University of 
Pennsylvania. 
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2. 

Service time data is only available in limited form. Screening, 
as it is done in this program, has not been done before so that 
no historical data could be used to estimate service time. The 
only data available is based on the test (Figure 4). One might 
expect that as experience is gained, service time would be re
duced. On the other hand, if there should be a tendency to use 
less experienced personnel, particularly for the late night week
end busy hours, the service time could possibly increase. For 
the analysis, service time was assumed exponentially distributed 
with mean ranging about 10 minutes. 

In the analysis to follow, 15 minutes is used as a basil for dis
cussion. Ultimately, mean queue length and waiting time is 
plotted for various values of service time ranging up to 15 
minutes. The assumption of an exponentially distributed service 
time is arbitrary. Based on the observations made thus far, 
there is reason to believe that service time tends to peak at 
some intermediate value, perhaps 8 - 10 minutes, and that the 
distribution is more nearly Ga~~a distrituted or (perhaps) approx
imately normally distributed. The uncertainty points to the need 
for a more thorough test which will lead to reliable estimates of 
the distribution and its parameters .. 

ANALYSIS OF QUEUE LENGTHS AND ~'~AITING TUm 

The fluctuating arrival rate suggests that a time dependent 
solution to the problem is required. The probability of a 
specified queue length at any specified instant of time, given 
initial queue size and fixed departure and arrival rates, can 
be computed using queueing theory*. This technique can be used 

. iteratively to determine the probability of a specified queue 
length given arrival and departure rates which take on different 
constant values in contiguous intervals. Thus, we might assume 
a constant arrival rate of 7.42 cases/hour on Friday night 
between 8 P.M. and 4 A.M., follow8G by a constant arrival rate 
of 2.62 on Saturday morning between 4 A.M. and 12 noon, etc. 
The formula is, however, too unwieldy for this purpose and in 
the analysis to follow, approximations and bounding arguments 
will be used to minimize the calculations required. 

with an arrival rate of 7.42 cases/hour, and a simultaneous 
service rate (the inverse of the mean service time) of four 
per hour, the arrival to service rate ratio is 7.42/4 is 
greater than one. Were such rates to continue ad infinitum, 
the qU0ue would grow to indefinite lengths. It is reasonable, 
therefore, to suppose that when the arrival rate is large, 
both service channels will operate and both will be manned. 
It was, therefore, assumed that during such times, there will 
be two queues each independently manned and each having an 
arrival rate of A = 7.42/2 = 3.71 cases/hour. For each queue, 
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the arrival to service ratio will be 

3.71 9 p = -4- = O. 275 

If this arrival rate is in effect long enough, a steady probabil
istic state is reached where the probability of having k people 
in the queue is the geometric distribution* as shown in 
equation (s): 

Pk = (l-p) pk, k = 0,1, ... (1) 

This is a standard result applicable to a single server queue 
with exponential inter-arrival time and exponential service time. 
The mean of the number of people in the queue is 

E(K) = _P_ 
I-p 

and the variance of the number of people in the queue is 

Var(K) = p 
(1-p)2 

the mean time spent in the queue by a new arrival is 

E(T) = 

where lJ is the service rate. 

l/lJ 
l-p 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Just prior to the period of heavy arrivals, the arrival rate is 
about five cases/hour for both channels, and if we assume again 
that both channels are manned, the rate in each channel is about 
2.5 cases/hour. We argue that during the busy time, the prob
ability distribution as calculated by equation (1) will be 
weighted toward the higher values of k as compared to the true 
time dependent probability distribution. Also, near the end of 
the busy period, the two distributions will be least different, 
and may even be sufficiently close to one another to be considered 
equal. Also, the mean queue length and the mean time on the 
queue will, at steady state, be greater than in the time dependent 
case because at the beginning of the busy interval, there is, on 
the average, a shorter queue than there would be if the rate of 
arrivals was equal to the busy rate for all time in the past. 

This is the most common kind of queueing system, known as an H/N/l 
queue, and is described in Kleinrock>Queucing Systems, pp. 94-95, 
John Wiley & Sons, 1975. 
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FIGURE 4 

OBSERVED TINE TO CARRY 

OUT CHARGING PROCESS* 
(Based on ~2 Observations) 

SHORTES'I TIHE 5 MINUTES 

AVERl~GE TIl-IE 11 MINUTES 

LONG ES T T H1E 16 MINUTES 

Based on Demonstration System - Northwest 
Detective Divi~ion, December, 1976 
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Thus, from (2) and (4), we can compute: 

E(K) = 0.9275 
1-0.9275 = 12.79 

Eccr) = _ .25 = 3.45 hours 
1-0.9275 

If the steady state were reached, the average queue length would 
be nearly 13 and the average time spent in the system would be 
3.45 hours. By our argument above, the true averages will be 
no greater than these numbers and will be closest to these 
numbers at the end of the interval. 

Without an evaluation of the time dependent equation, we cannot 
be precise about how close these numbers are to the true values. 
However, since an average of 30 cases will be arriving on each 
cable in the eight-honr interval (the number arriving is Poisson 
distrib~tcd with parameter ~t where ~ is arrival rate and t is 
the interval length over which arrivals are being counted) with 
standard deviation of about 5.5 arrivals, and since total service 
time standard deviation for 30 cases is 1.37 hours (total service 
time is Ga~~a distributed; the standard deviation is In/~ where 
n is the number served and ~ is the service rate) during which 
about five cases could have been served, the figure of 13 for 
queue length, which depends on the standard deviations of arrivals 
and total service time, doesn't seem unreasonab~e. We point out 
that though the interval following the busy interval will see 
only 1.31 cases arriving per hour on each cable, it will be 
advisable to continue with the two screening circuits operating 
in order to clear out the backlog. According to the results 
above, cases arriving near the close of the busy period will 
take, on the average, 3.45 hours to be cleared out, assuming 
separate queues on the two cables. 

These results, based on a service time of 15 minutes, are probably 
too high to be considered satisfactory. If servi ~. time is, in 
fact, ultimately found to be around 15 minutes, it would suggest 
that a preliminary culling of minor cases ~S in order. On the 
other hand, if every case is to be reviewed, shorter service time 
will be required. The mean queue length and waiting time as a 
function of mean service time for the case, based on an arrival 
rate of 3.71 cases/hour, is shown in Figure 5. If, for instance, 
average service time is 12 minutes, the mean queue length is 
2.88, and the mean waiting time is 0.775 hours, these numbers 
do not appear to be unreasonably high. We emphasize that busier 
times must be expected when arrival rates are greater than 
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assumed here; during these times, greater redUctions of mean 
service time will be necessary to avoid unreasonably long queues . 

The records of the test of the screening procedure indicate that 
some detective lieutenants are concerned over the increasing 
load that this new procedure will put on them. Assuminq that 
all detective divisions are equally loaded, the analysis above 
indicates that each station will have three to four cases waiting 
during the busy period (assuming IS-minute service time), and that 
waiting tj,me will be more than three hours for each case. Further
more, the arrival rate of cases is in the order of one per hour, 
an~ screening time is one-fourth of this. These numbers do suggest 
that police will have to increase the period of incarceration of 
detainees substantially and, if the detective lieutenant is to be 
involved in every screening case, 25 percent of his time would be 
occupied in this pursuit. However, if the screening process is 
reduced to 10 minutes, these deficiencies would be essentially 
eliminated. 

3. QUEUEING PROCEDURE 

4. 

. 
If the screening procedure is to be carried out with all detective 
divisions, a queueing discipline will have to be devised. It has 
been suggested by Mr. Harry Zacher, Communication Engineer in the 
City's Public Property Department, that in peak load situations, 
the facsimile system be used to signal arrival of new cases. 
That is, when a new case arrives, a brief message is typed out 
giving the source and defendant identifier, and sent from the 
division's facsimile transmitter to the DA's ~creening unit. 
These would be collected in order of arrival and handled in 
that order by the DAIs personnel. This scheme has a minor dis
advantage in that the division's facsimile equipment is not close 
to the current location of the detective's videophone. The 
advantage to tne method is that the facsimile printout notifying 
the DA of a case arrival is automatic; if the DA is occupied with 
a case at that moment, he will not be diverted. More convenient 
methods for signaling the arrival of a new case can be devised 
using the cable to transmit case arrival information and dis
playing this information at the DA's location. However, the 
method described using the facsimile requires no additions to 
the system and no expense. 

SUMMARY 

The results of the queueing analysis indicate that queue lengths 
and waiting time during the busiest .periods - Friday, 8 P.M. 
through Saturday, 4 A.M., may become e~cessive if the average 
duration of a screening procedure takes an estimated 15 minutes. 
Waiting time, on the average, would exceed three hours, and 
three to four prisoners would be waiting at each division. 
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Reduction of the screening time to 12 minutes would reduce 
average waiting time to about three-quarters of an hour, and 
rarely would there be more than one prisoner waiting per div
ision. Culling insignificant cases would be ~dvisable if 
screening time is found to require the maximum of 15 minutes 
observed. Reducing the number of cases screened by a factor 
has the same effect on queue length as decreasing the service 
time by the same factor . 

When all divisions are involved in the screening procedure, 
a queueing discipline will have to be devised. The use of the 
facsimile system for this purpose, though mildly inconv~nient, 
is feaslble and requires no additional hardware . 
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APPENDIX 3 

EVhLUATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL TR7:I.~SFERc\BILITY 

1. CRITERIA FOR TRANSFERABILITY 

In considering the question of possible transferability 
of both the concept and the technology of the Philadelphia 
network to other jurisdictions and agencies, some generalized 
criteria must be established. Among them are the following: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

System Flexibilitv -- The system considered 
for transfer should be flexible enough to 
meet a variety of operating conditions,. some 
of which may be substantially dissimilar from 
those in Philadelphia. Flexibility also 
should permit system modification or expansion 
to meet changing future require~ents, without 
a heavy financial penalty. 

Interconnection Capabili'!:Y -- The system 
should be capable of interconnection to other 
public telecommunications systems, such as 
law enforcement or criminal justice computer 
networks, emergency medical co~nunications, 
911 networks, mobile communications, etc. 

System and Data Security -- The system 
should be capab~e or providing a level of 
data security and channel privacy adequate 
to meet the sensitive nature of law enforce
ment/criminal justice applications. 

Cost-Effectiveness -- The system must be 
~ost-effective, in terms of anticipated 
benefits being sufficient to justify the 
capital and operating costs. 

Of the four criteria above, the last is the most difficult 
to evaluate. System costs can be predicted within reasonable 
confidence, but benefits may be more speculative, and less 
subject to accurate quantification. Consequently, a cost
effectiveness analysis must be prepared and evaluated with great 
care. 

With respect to the first three criteria, the Philadelphia 
cable network, or any tr~nsferable version, appears adequate. 
Figure 1 illustrates the ~~neralized cable network, using 
separate cables for outbound and inbound corrmunications. Any 
facility along the cable path can be connected for two-way 
video/audio/data communications, with one or all other facilities. 
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The system of Figure 1 is responsive to the first three 
transferability criteria above as follows: 

o System flexibility is achieved primarily by 
the cable mode of communications. The broad 
bandvIid th permits a .,.lide choice of cornmunica
tions signals that car. be carried and distri
buted simultaneously, without interference. 
Additional locations can be connected, if 
Cl.9 ...... c:;..e-enough to the cable route, by relatively 

'1_..-_ ... ,-.-=-=-~:-,.-..--:-:=:~~i-mple splicing and bridging t~chniques. rrhe 
,-~:::.;.;.- -- cable can be expanded geographlcally, as 
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desired, and additional spare cables can be 
provided for more channel capacity, either 
initially or at any time in the future. 
Expansion will not obsolete any existing 
portion of the system. 

Interconnection capability is easily achieved. 
Signals from other sys~ems can be introduced 
at any cable entry point shown in Figure 3, 
although the most convenient normally would 
be the major distribution centers. The only 
additional equipment required would be modulator
demodulator terminals to convert the external 
signalS to the frequency and format compatible 
with the cable syste.m. 

S.lstem security can be provided at a number 
of levels, each progressively more secure and 
expensive. 

A cable system which is installed under
ground offers more physical security than 
one constructed aerially, using utility 
poles, but also is substantially more costly. 

Private channels can be assigned on the 
cable network, with only those recipients 
authorized to receive that information 
provided with appropriate converters. 
This security level can be breached by 
someone having, or making, an unaqthorized 
converter. 

_... Scrambled or coded signals can be ut.ilizC!c., 
with special decoders required for reception. 
This makes unauthorized tapping a much more 
difficult task. 

In general, any level of security available for 
other telecommunications media can be utilized 
for cable. No techniqUe, however, is completely 
secure, but the objective generally is achieved 
if the cost and difficulty involved in breaking 
security are greater than the value of the. 
information obtained. 
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The determination of the fourth criterion, cost-effectiveness, 
cannot be made from a generalized concept as, indicated in Figure 
1, but must be approached on a specific, case-by-case basis. 
Cost/benefit analysis, therefore, is associated with the 
individual transferability examples described in the following 
sections. 

2. Technology 1'11 ternati ves 

The Philadelphia system is essentially a coaxial cable 
network*, and in considering its transferability to other areas 
the relative advantages and disadvantages of cable vs. other 
telecommunications media should be weighed. A brief summary 
of the most practical media alternatives is therefore of 
interest. 

(a) Coaxial Cable 

It should be noted that cable does not present a new 
communicntions mode, or imply any technical "breakthrough", 
Closed-circuit cable systems, for both video and non-video 
use, have existed for many years. 

The basic advantages of broadband coaxial cable as a 
cornmunications medium (and tllose specially relevant to metro
politan co~nunications) are the factors of lower cost and 
high caQBcity, rather than any unusual technological capability. 

o A single coaxial cable ( \.;i th cOnU'nercially 
aJailable components such as amplifiers, 
taps, etc., can carry 30-35 television 
signals** simultaneously. This translates 
into high capacity, if only one user 
utilized all chcll1nels or low cost, if 
30-35 users utilize one channel each 
and share the costs proportionately. 

*Two locations not yet connected, the 5th district and the 
Police Academy, may utilize microwave links since the expense 
of installing underground conduit and cable to these two 
facilities appears to be greater than that of microwave. The 
micro\Vave links will limit the information distribution capa
bility to essentially one video channel 

**The capacity to carry a standard television signal is 
usually called a "channel". Any channel may be used for data, 
voice or other signals instead of television. Since these 
other signals usually reqUire much less bandwidth, a channel 
may be divided into hundreds of data or voice II subchannels". 
t'or example ( one TV channel can easily be subdivided into at 
least 500 voice-grade subchannels for data transmission, so 
that the 30 channel cable capacity is the equivalent of 15,000 
separate data circuits. 
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Two cables Can be use6 as the equivalent 
of two one-way streets, providing 30-35 
channel capacity in each direction. Any 
user, connected to both cables, can transmit 
and receive simultaneously, permitting 
completely interactive communications. 
(Bidirectional conununications on a single 
cable is also possible, but technically 
more complicated and subject to greater 
signal interference.) 

No FCC licenses are required, since the air 
waves are not utilized. Thus, both frequency 
crowding and the delays associated with 
FCC licensing are avoided. Expanding the 
system can be accomplished at any time by 
installing additional cables. 

A large number of sending and receiving 
locations can be accomnodated, if the cable 
path is so designed. Connection to the 
cable is relatively simple and inexpensive. 
(This is one advantage over microwave, 
which reqUires a transmitter and receiver 
at each location.) 

Both video and non-video cOIThliunications 
such as data and facsimile transmission can 
be accon~odated easily, with appropriate 
terminals. 

In effect, the broadband cable network is a huge communi
cations highway, providing capacity for the complete spectrum 
of communications services. Obviously, many of these services 
should involve sc,me element of audio/visual conununications to 
utilize most effectively the available bandwidth. This is true 
not only because of the large nt~ber of channels, but also 
because relatively little in the way of alternate facilities 
currently exists for interactive video transmission. Common
carrier circuits can be leased on special order, but such 
circuits are invariably costly, since the full expense is 
charged to one user. 

(b) Microwave 

If wireless telecommunications modes are considered, the 
available frequency bands range from the microwave region to 
even higher frequencies. Since the bandwidth of a single 
standard television signal is up to 6 HHz, it reqUires a carrier 
frequency high enough to transmit the information bandwidth, 
ei ther in AM sideband or P,>1 form. 'In pr actical terms, this 
moans a carrier of at least several hundred l-lIIz. Since the 
VHF-UHF regions arc oxtremely crowued, with broildcast tele
vision and other uses, the microwave region mUst be utilized. 
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The relative advantages of microwave with respect to 
coaxial cable are: 

o 

o 

o 

A point-to-point connection can be made 
for $5,000-10,000 per channel per singlp
direction (excluding the possible cost of 
towers and land acquisition). Since the 
path can be as long as 10-15 miles, this 
is substantially less than the cost of 
cabling, either aerial or underground. 

For' a sIllall number of connection locations, 
therefore, microwave is less costly. 

Microwave signals do not degrade to the 
extent that cable signals do, because of 
attenuation losses in the cable and distor
tion introduced by the amplifiers which are 
needed to compensate for the attenuation. 

Once FCC permits are granted, and land and/or 
towers are available, a microwave network 
can be constructed and operational in much 
less time than a cable network (typically 
3-6 months vs. 1-3 years for cable, in a 
metropolitan environment). 

Offsetting these advantages, however, microwave has the 
following disadvantages: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

It requires FCC licenses, which are difficult 
and sometimes impossible to obtain in metro
politan areas. Sufficient bandwidth to 
transmit a number of video channels simultan
eously would probably not be available in most 
cities. 

The cost advantage for few locations becomes 
a disadvantage for a system with many locations, 
each of which would require its own trans
mitter and roceiver. In many locations, 
mUltiple transmitters and receivers would be 
nece'ssary to communicate with several other 
facilities simultaneously. 

Adding ne\'1 locations to 'che network is cumber
some, if those locations must also communicate 
with many other locations. 

The quality of microwave transmission is to 
some extent dependent on at:mospheric conditions, 
and may be degraded, for example, during a 
heavy rainfall. 
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These characteristics generally make coaxial cable the 
preferred choice where the following conditions exist: 

o 

o 

o 

Large number of locations 

Many channels of information 

Requirement for future e~pansion or 
modification 

(c) o.ptical Cable 

w5.thin the last few years, the technology of communicntion 
through optical fibers has rapidly advanced from the laboratory 
stage to the point of now being introduced into demonstration , 
or experimental systems. A demonstration system is now planned 
for Japan (other tests are being conducted in the U.S.). 

Fiber optics promises the following advantages over 
coaxial cable: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Greater bandwidth, or information handling 
capacity. 

Smaller size. A coaxial cable may require a 
3/4-inch or I-inch diameter to carry 35 TV 
channels for 5-10 miles with acceptable attenua
tion. A 1/4-inch diameter optical cable can 
provide greater capacity and transmit the 
signal longer distances without severe 
degradation. The smaller size carries 
another potential advantage, in the possibil
ity of stringing the small optical cable 
through existing conduit that already 
contains other cables. This is usually 
not possible for the larger coaxial cable. 

Lower cost, after sUbstantial production 
of optical fiber cable begins. 

Elimination of radio interference, either 
ou tw"ard from the optical cable or inward 
to the cable from external sources. 

At present, the production of suitable optical fiber cable 
and the associated modulators, couplers, repeater amplifiers, 
etc., has not yet reached the point where such items are avail
able as standard, off-the-shelf equipment. The 1980 time frame 
is forecast for such availability. 
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The conclusion for optic~l fiber cable communications, 
therofore, is that it represents a potential improvement over 
coaxial cable, particularly for longer cable runs between 
locations. lmy !jyut(;m designed for installation in 1980 or 
latc;r should con~~ i dor this mode of communications very seriously. 

Any cont-b'!IWfi t analysis performed for coaxial cable may 
\'wll h~ morf~ f;.!V,.Jl~':lble when optical cable is available as a 
standilrd manufacturod. item. 

Finally, thuro is no re'3.son why hybrid combination.., of 
tIn; a}.uvu i"l.lt(H~n • .(tiv(~s may not be considered. As in the 
Phi lalL .. dphi.:1 C.J.<.'iC, micrm·;ave links may be used where cable 
iHtOO Gnstly or unfeasible (e.g., across a river). Optical 
ciJ.bh' and convontional coaxial cable may also be combined 
in the sarne system to tak.e advantage of each medium's special 
fCixLures. 

3. ~'.!~~n~'...££Fi.~bi Ii ty to Other Metropolitan Areas 

As examples of possible transferability of the Philadelphia 
concept to other locations, four specific examples have been 
choson: 

o 

o 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee 
(combined Metropolitan goverruaent including 
Ci ty and County) 

Portland, Oregon 

Detroit, Michigan 

Figures 2-5 illustrate the geographic location of the major 
1m., enforcr:;ment ilnd criminal justice facilities in each selected 
area, and a possible cable network linking the~ together. 

It will be assu~ad thac a coaxial c.:lble network is constructed 
in eac~ areil as a fullv-underaround system, with two activated 
cables (one in each d-irection)-ml-atwo "shadow" (unactivnted) 
cables for usc as spares or later system expansion. It is also 
assumed that no existing conduit can be used, and new conduit 
must be installed. 

The all-underground design increases capital costs sub
stilntially, but it is believed necessary to achieve at least 
minimal security for a system carrying extremely sensitive 
information. 
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FIGURE 2 ... , 
NEW ORLEANS -- CABLE NET\'IOHK LINKING LAN 
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Figure 6 tabulates the estimated capital costs for 
systems in each of the four areas. Cable per-mile costs 
have been taken from past studies, and indicate the relative 
difficulty in installing conduit and cable both in the inner 
city, downtown areas and the outer, less dense suburbs. 

Terminal equipment has been estimated on the follo\'ling 
basis: 

o 

o 

Four sets of black-and-white videophone and 
video tape recorder equipment, and two sets 
of facsimile and data terminals for each 
major location, such as D.A. offices, Police 
Headquarters and Courts . 

Two sets of black-and-white videophone and 
video tape recorder equipment, and one set 
of facsimile and data terminals for all 
other locations. 

One set of terminal equipment is estimated to cost $20,000, 
assuming purchase of all items rather than rental. 

The annualized capital cost was calculated using a 10-year 
depreciation CYCle, vlith interest on funds at 10% per year. 

From Figure 6, some generalized conclusions may be draHn: 

o 

o 

For cities and/or metropolitan areas with 
populations in the 400,000-600,000 range, 
the initial capital costs for a la\v enforce
ment/criminal justice coaxial cable conwuni
cations network will be in the $1,000,000-
$2,000,000 range. Total annual costs, including 
both capital and operating expenses, will be 
in the range of $800,000-1,000,000 per year. 

For larger metropolitan areas, such as New 
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, etc., using 
Detroit as an example, the initial capital 
costs may be in the $3,000,000-6,000,000 
range. Total annual costs may range between 
$1,500,000 and $3,000,000. 

No insuperable technological barrier exists to installing 
a system in any of the above cities, but some technical oroblems 
exist. In Detroit, for example, the 36-mile cable sys-tcmwfrl-
require careful design to reduce attenuation losses and signal 
degrad~tion. Special techniques, such as low-frequency trans
portation along multiple cables, or FM modUlation, may be 
necessary to keep the signal-to-noise ratio at acceptable 
levels. In this case, at least, optical fibers may, in time, 
prove to be the ideal solution. 
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called to give evidence, the amount of over
time pay and travel costs needed could be 
reduced in a major way. As an approximation, 
for example, if 50':; of the total testimony 
given by police officers could be given by 
video link, and if each such video testimony 
occurrence required 1 hour of the officer's 
time as compared to 4 hours if the officer 
had to be present in court, almost 40% of the 
total overtime and travel costs could be saved. 

More r~pid and convenient attorney-client 
conferences (e.g., between the Public Defender's 
office and a prisoner at the jail). Two-way 
video links used for this purpose would, of 
course, require privacy and security features 
to insure confidentiality of communications. 

Traffic and Area Surveillance via closed
circuit TV is a service uniq~ely compatible 
with cable. High density traffic areas can 
be monitored by video cameras mounted at 
strategic locations to indicate traffic jams, 
accidents, etc. This information can be used 
to deploy traffic police more effiCiently, 
or even to vary the duty cycle of traffic 
lights at the points of greatest congestion. 
The same type of TV surveillance is possible 
for high-crime rate street areas (although 
this poses serious privacy questions), and 
has been utilized in some cities. 

The cable also can assist in police dispatch 
operations. It cannot substitute for mobile 
communications but it can supplement these by 
providing distribution paths from base radio 
stations to any other dispatch location 
desired. Using the cable for such a function 
can replace leased-cammon-carrier lines, if 
used, or reduce the number of radio relays 
required. 

The problem of frequency crowding, for example, 
makes it difficult for many mobile units to 
operate in the same geographical area. Experi
ments are under way to reduce the transmitting 
~\.,er. of mobile units, and to communicate only 
to a base station within a cellular area, 
which in turn would connect to a cable system 
that would carry the message the rest of the way. 
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The use of cable for such dispatch operations 
offers an additional long-range benefit. When 
a metropolitan-urea "911" system is implemented, 
the cable has the capacity to serve and integrate 
all emergency communications, \·;hethcr a single 
centralized response facility or several facilities 
are contemplated. 

o More convenient record transfer among law 
enforceme~,t and criminal justice agencies, 
and also more convenient access to central 
data files. This could be ex~ended to state 
and federal agencies also via interconnection 
links. 

It is not necessary that a cable system initially be 
designed to implement all of these services, since many of 
them will require testing and will evolve gradually. It is 
important, however, that all of t..hem--E8 cC'nsid~I..§~l in th~ 
system d0.siqn and cost justificutl~::na3es. Obviously, the 
more services that can be acco~~oua~Gd at an early time, the 
greater will be the economic benefits to all parti~ipants. 

Finally, if all of the services contemplated by the law 
enforcement and criminal justice agencies in a given metro
politan area cannot utilize the full capacity of a cable network, 
other participants may bc considered to share costs. In the 
public sector, tnese include fire c1c';)artm.cnts, hnal th care 
facili ties, sch,?ols, etc. As a general s~at'::l!'~ent, thc_ atl(L~d 
cost to exten~ the cable network to include these facllities 
will be jUptified by the additional cost-sharlng capability. 

5. Conclusions 

The foregoing technology transferability evaluation leads 
to the following conclusions: 

o 

o 

Thore is no major technological barrier to 
the installation or use of a cable network 
similar to that of Philadelphia in other 
metropolitan areas. 

The technology of optical fibers may provide 
a more cost effective medium, particularly 
for long, unbroken cable paths, starting 
around 1980. 
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As rule··of-thumb guides, the following costs 
appear reasonable for a conventional coaxial 
cable n8twork: 

Area P0!2.u1ation 

400,000-600,000 

1,000,000 and over 

Total Annual Costs 
(Incl. Cap. & OEerating) 

$800,000-1,000,000 

$3,000,000-6,000,000 

The· use of the cable-system for a function 
such as District Attorney screening and 
diversion appe&rs cost-effective, if only 
the costs associated with the cable capacity 
needed for tnat specific function are 
considered. 

To justify the costs of a complete cable 
network, other users and applications are 
necessary. The greater the number of users, 
in general, the greater will be the cost
effectiveness. 
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APPENDIX ,1 

SCREENING & DIVERSION INFORtffiTION SYSTEM (SOlS) 

The Screening and Diversion Interactive System (SOIS) consists 
of CRTs connected to the court computer system,* a data basG 
which will reside in the court computer systc~11., and a set of 
interactive programs which reside at the court system. 
The hardware configuration of the SOlS system is shown in 
Figure 1. The data base is updated by adding ne\'l case.; 
to the file interactively. Data can be transferred to the 
District Attorney IS Nanagement Information System (DM1J.S) 
or purged on cOmr:land. The data base is access(~d on-line 
via CRTs placed at the Screening and Diversion sectiont 
and at the Preliminary Arraignment Court using the 
interactive programs . 

rr'he system is interactive in that the data entry can be; 
input on-line to the system by an il.DA while talking with 
detectives. The system has the built-in capability of 
capturinJ input errors while entering data. 

The following processing tasks can be done interactively: 

1. Add a new case history interactively. (ADA enters data 
while talking \-7i th defendant and detectives via CCTV.) 

2. Inquire for information on a specific Cdse and update 
any fields (during preliminary arraignment time or 
when more information i.s available on a hold case) 

3. Inquire only (during preliminary arraignment time or 
some other time) 

A general overview of this processing approach is shown 
in Figure 2. A manual back-up procedure is also available. 
An example of the data input format of the SDIS system 
is shown in Figure 3. 

Complete operation instructions for the SDIS system are 
described in a separate document. 

* An IBM 370/150 
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APPENDIX 5 

PLAN FOR 

EXPER!ME~TAL USE OF CCTV SYSTEM FOR EARLY CASE EVALUATION 

PRO~TI;CT OFFICER: 

Donald F. Blumberg 
Office of the District Attorney 
Special Phone: Office: 887-1970 

Home: 646 - 7 515 
Car: L09-4255 

POLICE DFPARTMENT COORDINATING OFFICER: 

\ 
Chief Inspector Herron: MU6-3138 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY COORDINATING OFFICER: 

Asst. District Attorney, Michael Byrne: MU6-8165 

SPECIAL CONTACT FOR ADi-lINISTR~TIVE PROBLEMS: 

Ed Flood, DA Administrative Office: t-1U6-8040 

SPECIAL CONTACT FOR COI<1NUNICATIONS PROBLEl'-lS: 

SPECIAL CONTACT FOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROBLEMS: 

K. Muthus\vamy: 887-1970 
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Fror:l t-ecc:::ccr 15, 1976 thl'O'..:::;h D3C~:::b·..!r' 19, 1976, the Police Dcpa..-r-t
ment &r:d tb; Listric:, J:.ttorr.G:;t;, C':i'ice ~·:lJl cor:c':ct "4'1 cxpcrir:12nt to 
e'\ta1uat~ tl-.c !=·o:,-::r:~[;l o~ t,!:~J C,~·:;·J ~::·~tl::-:1 to ?~Gv-~'_:t; J..CZ~ r:d"ricc t.:' .. d 
co::;~,ur .. ic<:. tc c~.::.:~:,;:.:~C CCCi3ic!::; fror:. c. CC:-: t ~'\::l~z::d locc..tion tlO the 
I~tf.:cti."\t'o J'':'itls-:'cr:s. 

T!1e particip3r..ts ' •. -111 be t~.~ Sc~ee!!:L!~; a!""ld I.'i"lC!"~ion Unit of tr~c 
tistrict ;.tt()~"~e~l·1 s C':ficc, ::8r:'!'.','lcst D::tecti",-e Dl\risiO:1 and t~ .. e 35th 
Precinct of tr.e Policl3 .I)J:;;3.rt:.~c:::' .. 

The experi..":'.€r.t ~;ill take r-·1C':.ce for ei;::'-:'ee:1. (18) ['ours daily, 
, begir_"1i.!:.c at 9' a.:'"',. c:-.. li CG::cl'.l.:i~:;; at 3 a.:.:c of tl~0 foJ.lo·,·:i:1g dtl:t. 

1'\'iO da~rs c.~:X; t!.e ';:;<::~ of D:;C(:~;2er 6, 19?() ~·:ill be utilized to ie.,:;::tify 
serious protler::~ 2'::::: :he e.c~uo.l c::;.-,,::;ri::":cr.".J \,i~_11 take ploce on five (5) 
successive da.:rs i.'1cluc.i.'1g one \:':lS:~ :::.d. 

The purpose of this c'xpel':'::-.'::.'Tt is to det,E::!'r::ine \·:hethcr close 
cooperatio:1. 'cet~·:ee!1 th~ Police :·::p.9.I't::;ent c:::::i the D':"strict Attor:lcy's 
Office \d.t:1 regulc.r flc:.:::.cle Ch::..r;;:::i11t; policies. ccr. result in iner,eased 
efficier:c:i to both 2£s!icies~ ~d ~,~''3the:::" if t:-2.S is the case, a 
t:~!.!.w!·c .. :r .. ,iz::d I:ri:t!"'ic"V ~':~",:" :,cl~e:l c~~3eJ..l~ .. 1:; post ~ .. ~.ll be able to :p·3r:.:or~ 
this ft:..l1ctio:l in coo::;o:::,atia:: ' .. lith Police Dlstricts end wtective JJlvisicr,s 
tr,roughout Philc.delr-:-~iao 

Severe difficulties have been eA~erienced in processing charges. 
"mich are nO'.l ree;ularly scheccls::i "for Cit.:/ Eall courtroor::s, vlithi.'1 
the time periods prescribed by the speedy trial rules. Tnis has resulted 
in the c.eclination of charges, \·;hich couJ.d be prosecuted .. 

Arrests? I·mch may i"iarrant prosecutiO!l, aY'ld \·;hich are nOI'" declined, 
need not be declined. if prosec1.'..tion could be accomplished' in a f.10re 
efficient r:!.:::""l.'1'3r. '!:~i!ll of ["""I'2sts .; Y'l a SU'7';~!cry- form may result in the 
:i.mpositio::l of a fine if not processed i...'1 C~ty Hall. Surr"'TIary trial in the 
districts results 1..'1 convenience to cO:.1plc': ~<l..'1tSt \·:itnesses, and other 
interested. parties. 1'; km'lise, SO:T:e potenticl. felor:y cases may receive 
an adequate prosecutorial result through a misdeme&'1or trial, thereby 
freeing up the telony courts for the trial of more serious felony cases. 
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PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED 

1. All sucpccts arrested in the 35th District or investigated by 
Northwest Detective Division will be processed according to 
established Police procedures. In those cases where police 
personnel ordinarily impose summary charges, no contact need 
be madG to the District Attorney. Contact may be made if 
desired . 

2. In those cases where the possible charges include misdemeanor 
or felony offenses, all information necessary to prepare the 
Policy Forms 75-~9 and 75-50 or SOC will be assembled by the 
assigned investigator. This is to include necessary record 
checks. The investigator will then determine 'i'That charges 
\OlOu1d ordinarily be imposed by the Police Department and 
record them on the form No. 100 provided. This record will 
be made only during the course of this experiment~ 

3. In all Cilses except summary offenses, the substance of the 
investig':ttion \olil1 then be immediately communicated to the 
Assistant District Attorney/Screening and Diversion Unit on 
duty at the PAB utilizing the CCTV system. This will be done 
for all situations (uniformed/35th District and Detective/ 
NorthwGst) through the CCTV unit located in the office of the 
Detective Lt., located in the Northwest Detective Division 
n~~i~0~; 2nd floor, Er~~~ ~~~ ~h~~~!~~t. 

4. The As~istant District Attorney will enter the necessary infor
mation into the COl~puter terminal available according to the 
procedures established, and will either decline prosecution 
or will authorize the imposition of specific charges. 

5. The Northwest Detective Division or 35th District will then 
prepare all arrest reports necessary according to established 
police procedures, but utilizing only the charges authorized 
by the Assistant District Attorne~-A record of the charges 
authorized will also be entered on the form provided (No. 100). 

6. Defendant will thereafter be arraigned at the earliest possible 
opportunity utilizing the CCTV system. A notation will be 
entered on the form provided. A copy of the form will be sent 
to the Screening and Diversion Unit of the District Attorney's 
Office with the case file (form 75-49,50) if a detective arrest, 
or with the arrest file (form 48) if a 35th District arrest, 
via the present arraignment procedures flow, one copy will be 
retairied at the Northwest Detective Division or the 35th 
District. The Screening and Diversion Unit will then send 
copies of the form to Chief Inspector Herron and Hr. Blumberg's 
offices. 
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7. 

PROCEDURES '1'0 BE FOLLONED (con tinncd) 

At the end of each shift durillg the experiment, the Supervisor 
commanding (Northwest Detectives and 35th District) and the 
scnior ADA (Screening and Diversion Unit) will fill out an 
evaluation form (No. 101) and forward one copy to Chief 
Inspector Herron and Mr. Blumberg's offices . 
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·" NOTE 

THIS IS A SPECIAL REPORT - DO NOT DESTROY 

Fo~vard to the District Attorney's Office - Screening and 
Diversion unit, Attn: M. Byrne 

CCTV EXPERIMENTAL SCREENING & DIVERSION REPORT 

(FORM 100) 

~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- ~ SECTION I: ARREST SITUATION: 

J 
J 

J 
J 

=n 
m 

--I 

I 
I 

D.C.# 

LOG# 

ARREST DATE 
ARREST 

TIME 
CHARGING 

TIME 

SECTION II: POLICE PROPOSED CHARGES: 

CHARGING OFFICER/DECTECTIVE: 

SECTION III: DA AUTHORIZED CHARGES: 

SDU DA ______________________________________________ ___ 

SECTION IV; ARRAIGH:·lENT: 

DATE TIME 

SPECIAL DISPOSITION (if any) 

SECTION V: COM}1ENTS: 

INSTRuc'rIONS: 

to i .. 
BY ____________________________ __ 

35th District/Northwest Detectives fill out Sections I & II, 
then call ADA/SOU. Section III then filled out and copy 
retained. Section V may be filled out as required to amplify 
situation or add special notation. Section IV filled out at 
time of arraignment. 
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SECTION I: REPORTING UNIT 
..... 

l 

CCTV .l\DVI\NCBD SYS'l'm·l 
EV.l\LUI~TIO;~ RrEl;~) 1·~T-

Form 101 

• REPORTING UNIT: NORTIIWEST DETEC'l'IVES 35th POLICE DISTRICT 
.... (check one) 

"1 
J 

DATE 

SUPERVISOR REPORTING: 

SHIFT TUm 

- ]ECTION II: CCTV SYSTE1'o1 PFP.FO~'1ANCE 

1. Did system operate? 

J' (Syste..rn includes ccrv Units 
" commmications & op2rating 

procedures) 

DA/SDU 

(hour to hour) 

Name 

Perfectly 
Good (some problems) 
Poorly 

]. If not perfectly, what problems were observed? 

3. 

j 

n 
--U 

What improvements should be made? 

----------- - ---------------

= ryECTION III: EFFECTS ON OPERl'~TIONAJ..J PERFCRt1ANCE 

U Does system improve or detract from operational performance of your unit, 
and why,? 

AREA DOES SYSTEH WHY? 
OF OPERATION IMPROVE? DETRACT? COMHENT 

Use of personnel time 

P~ocessing of defendents 

Paper work processing & flow 

Other (state) 

~!-------------------------
=.SECTION IV: COMMENT ON VALUE OF SYSTEM 

1 nq (use additional sheet if ncccssar I 
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F, eMMETT FITZPATRICK 
O/!JTRlCT ATT()RH!:Y 

. APPENDIX 6 

SPECIAL EVALUATIO~ REPORT 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
2300 CeNTRE SQUARE WEST 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19102 

February 16, 1977 

Mr. Donald F. Blumberg 
Special Consultant to the 
District Attorney 
City of Philadelphia 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102 

Dear Don: 

It appears tr.at the CCTV System v.,ill be of great benefit to this 
Office in providing us with an instrument by which early evalua
tions of criminal. cases can be made .. An initial review of the 
paperwork generated during the pilot phase of this project 
revealed that the Police Department and the District Attorney's 
Office agree on the nature and grading of the charges in the 
majority of arrests. However, in a significant number of 
instahces the Assistan~ Dis~ri~t A~~nrnev assigned to thR nrn1A~t 
either reduced or expanded the charges based upon the facts as 
presented to him. Certainly, one of the major beneficial 
incidents of this program is the opportunity given to the 
Assistant District Attorney to speak to victims and witnesses 
shortly following the investigation by the detectives. Further
more, this is done at a time Hhen we can best determine their 
credibilitYt intelligence, recollection! and use=ullness for 
purposes of prosecutio[l with a maximum saving of manhours and 
a minimum of inconvenience ~o all parties concerned. 

I am especially pleased that the system affords us the 
opportunity of having the initial reactions and thoughts of the 
Assistant District Attorney screening the case available in 
printout form to those persons who will later have the 
responsibility preparing the case for trial. Su~h information 
will be of great advantage to the prosecuting attorney and may 
in many instances lead to a more thorough and expeditious 
preparation for trial. 

I see other benefits from the CCTV Early Case Screening 
Program. Given the opportunity to properly assess the nature 
of the offense and determine its grading, there will be fewer 
over charged cases appearing as felony matters at the prelimi
nary hearings. Thus I matters which are in the nature of mis-
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Mr. Donald F. Blumberg 
Special Consultant February 16, 1977 

.. 
demeanor will be quickly and properly routed to Municipal Court 
for trial at the first instance. In other cases we might find 
that charges should be upgraded to the felony level and the 
case will be properly disposed of at the preliminary hearing 
and subsequently in COIT'J11on Pleas ,Court. 

Some attention should also be given to the fact that the 
District Attorney's Office will have an opportunity to 
recommend to the Police Department that further investigation 
would be necessary if the Commomieal th is to make out a proper 
case against the defendant or co-defendants. In this regard, I 
understand that the Police Department has been concerned that 
the District Attorney's suggestions might in effect constitute 
orders to the detectives to engage in further investigation. 
Such a situation, they believe, would lead to a deterioration 
of the chain of COIT' ... ;nand 'vi thin the Police Departm.ent. How
ever, I do not believe that the apprehensions of the Police 
Department are ~el1 founded. I explained to Inspector Spiewak 
~h~~ ~hiA Office would offer rpcnw~end~tinns only but would 
not issue directives or orders to the Police compelling them 
to engage in further investigation. 

In reviewing the papen'lOrk, it appears that the average time 
spent to review a given case over the CCTV System was 
excessive - .. about 10 to 15 minutes. Huch of this delay can be 
attributed to the fact that the participants were not fully 
acclimated to this comr:mnications medium. Also, there were 
numerous, small techni'cal problems which caused delay in the 
processing., There is, however, no question that the presence 
of a Police Lieutenant is not required.' Detectives are quite 
capable of relaying there information and investigative 
material to the assigned Assistant District Attorney without 
the assistance of the Police Lieutenant. Unquestionably, some 
time was consumed while awaiting the presence of the super
visor before beginning to screen and evaluate a given arrest. 
Such a requirement imposted upon the Lieutenants in the 
Districts will result in a waste of their time and render 
them available for other administrative duties. At this 
point, I would urge that a study be made to determine how 
quickly this s;lstem might be put into effect throughout the City. 
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Mr. Donnld F. Blumberg 
Specinl Consultant February 16, 1977 

Given the st~ff of senior attorneys to review cases and advise 
the Police, CCTV can become a valuable tool in the prosecution 
of cases while at the same time lessening the burdens upon 
fhc C): imi:1al Ju~:;ti.ce System and result in savings to the 
taxpaying citizens of the City of Philadelphia. 

cc: F. Emmett F:'tzpc:!trick 
John W. Horris 

Very truly yours, 

Barry K. Robinson 
Deputy District Attorney 
Pre-Trial Division 
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